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No. 221.—AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR INDEXING THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S PAPERS.

It is hereby enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Vermont:

SECTION 1. The Secretary of State is hereby authorized and empowered to have a suitable index of the Surveyor-General's papers prepared and published.

SECTION 2. The Auditor of Accounts shall draw an order for the expense of such indexing when approved by the Secretary of State.

Approved December 6, 1906.

*No. 162.—AN ACT RELATING TO THE PRESERVATION OF THE SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S PAPERS.

It is hereby enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Vermont:

SECTION 1. All books, papers and records of the Surveyor-General which are now in the possession of the State, or may hereafter come into its possession, shall be placed permanently in the custody of the Secretary of State; and copies thereof duly certified by that officer shall be admitted in evidence in any court where they may be deemed material, and said evidence shall have the same force as would be given the original.

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.

Approved November 4, 1902.

Office of Secretary of State,
Montpelier, Vt.

Publication approved:

GUY W. BAILEY,
Secretary of State.

August 25, 1917.

*See Section 3548 of the Public Statutes of 1906.
INTRODUCTORY.

It would seem scarcely right to launch the Papers of the Surveyors-General of Vermont without some account of their peculiar history.

The late Henry Stevens of Barnet is authority for the statement that the tenth volume was deposited in the State Department by James Whitelaw, 1806; and, agreeably to an Act of Assembly of 1809, was delivered to Joseph Beeman to be copied, but was not returned; was recovered by Henry Stevens in January, 1847, and again deposited in the State Department.

It was fortunate (if not intentional) that the tenth volume should have been the one to be returned, since it contains the gist of the most valuable work of the office in question, being a compilation, made by James Whitelaw while Surveyor-General, of all the surveys of town-lines made by the state.

For lack of more definite information we shall have to assume that the remaining volumes disappeared along with the tenth; in any case they first come to light again (after having been sold, according to the tradition, for waste paper to a junk-dealer) as a small part of the Stevens Collection of Vermont, including the valuable files of ancient Vermont newspapers which had descended from the Whitelaw Land Office to Mr. Stevens, when offered to the Vermont Assembly about 1870; after negotiations looking to their return, which proved unavailing, they were sold to the State Library of New York.

Here they remained until, in pursuance of a Resolution of the Assembly of 1900, Governor Stickney and State Librarian Huse waited upon the New York Librarian and procured their return to the office of the Vermont Secretary, May 15, 1902.

As the papers thus returned included over forty volumes (being really a part of the "Stevens Collection," though labelled "Papers of the Surveyor-General of Vermont"), the task of the editor has been of a most delicate nature since it is quite probable that no more than Volumes 1-10, the one originally number eleven but labelled and indexed as number forty-one, and the volume of plans, are Surveyor-General’s Papers
proper (and certain that not all of even these are), for papers clearly official and as clearly unofficial are bound, side by side, in even these volumes, mainly official.

To complicate matters further, the volumes named had been preserved by the expensive "Emery Process" which coats each leaf with fine transparent silk (the pages having been "cued" with fidelity before binding to preserve the order), so that it did not seem practicable to rebind, despite obvious disadvantages resulting from the separation of kindred papers and the complicated system of paging thus forced upon the editor; hence, it has seemed best and fairest to index impartially all items found, leaving the objections to apply, as our legal brethren say, to the weight of the unofficial matter thus included, rather than to its admissibility.

The mingling of papers may easily have come from the fact that Ira Allen and even more James Whitelaw, the two notable incumbents of the office, were both actively engaged in private surveys before, as well as during, and after, their official tenures, and so, for convenience, kept papers relating to the same lands together; or it may have originated from Henry Stevens, who was indefatigable in collecting ancient and valuable documents.

Whatever the reason, here are found numerous field-books and plans of surveys made in allotments into severalty for original proprietors of towns conformably to charters (a class of work extensively done—and well done—by Whitelaw under contract) bound in with these papers.

The Ira Allen private survey-bills are usually of less value, being mostly made for the benefit of himself or his Onion River Company. Some of his surveys, however, notably of mill-site pitches made under deeds from the notorious Vendues of Abraham Ives, Sheriff of Rutland County, which finally gained the attention of the *Assembly, continue to this day to afford the original and legal description of valuable properties (for if anyone has preceded Colonel Allen in recognizing and staking out valuable mill-sites in northern Vermont, the fact has entirely

*Compare Ms. Laws of Vt. 1: 442. Act directing Abraham Ives, Sheriff of Rutland County, to suspend sales under Vendue of Oct. 21, 1783, etc.
escaped notice), but as for the frequent surveys by him or his deputies for the Onion River Company of "a boddy of lots," it has usually developed after painstaking study of his field-notes that his lottings have been subsequently altered in either their numbers or lines, probably in the resentment of the proprietors at his holding back the Proprietors' Records in his custody as Clerk.†

Hence, the greater part of the lotting done by Allen or under his direction, dating from 1772 down to the close of the Revolution, though historically helpful as affording the basis from which relotting was made—often with but slight alteration—has slight value as record. Such objections have, naturally, less force with respect to his numerous "traverses" of river and lake shores, looking to the identification of old, or the establishment of new, town corners fixed thereon by charter. Since Col. Allen acted with full knowledge of extant charters and of the surveys made precedent to issuing the New Hampshire charters, his work of this nature is not only of interest to the antiquarian but also of great practical importance as well, since he appears to have made these base-line surveys with care. It may be remarked, in passing, that the aberrations of several towns adjacent to the lake from their bounds as set out in charters are to be explained by the doings of the Assembly, to which the Surveyor-General was compelled to resort for instructions in the interpretation of bounds inconsistent with physical features of the grants.

The nebulous trail of Allen's constant satellite, Caleb Henderson, in his surveys "for Colo.: Allen" or "Allen & Baker in Company" may contain some grains of gold, but as he customarily with great delicacy waives all clues as to which of the twenty-odd towns of the Onion River domain has for the nonce attracted his needle, we have not determined his orbit

† Compare A. J. 1802:259. The Com. to whom was referred the petition of Silas Hathaway, stating that he is a large proprietor of lands in the towns of Burlington, Colchester, Shelburne, Essex and Georgia, by purchase originating in a title from Gen. Ira Allen, who has refused, and still does neglect to deliver up the records of said towns to the proper officers, etc. * * * and praying for relief: Reported, That the law entitled "An Act making it the duty of proprietors' clerks to deliver over the records of the said towns to the proper officer" is competent to all the purposes intended by said act.
(from the voluminous field-notes, usually unpaged and out-of-order, from a hand in which the Jacob Staff was more familiar than the pen) with mathematical precision.‡

Another source of blended papers was the famous Land Office which Gen. Whitelaw maintained at Ryegate for the care of lands in this state.

It is not strange that the game of "Vendues," arising from the levying of direct taxes upon the land by the nation, the state and the proprietors in turn, should baffle most modern title-searchers when we see that many intelligent contemporaries, familiar with local conditions, gave up the attempt to keep in mind the rules of the game with its complicated questions of what constituted lawful advertisement, proper notice to proprietors, and safe title, under the shower of Collectors’ sales, but usually entrusted their landed interests to the custody of the expert in the Land Office. Hence the Whitelaw Land Office (in great part, doubtless, from the high official standing of its organizer) had great prestige and volume of business, as is abundantly testified by the Letter-Books still preserved. It would, then, seem most natural for Surveyor-General Whitelaw, when called upon to certify to the State Treasurer the number of acres in a town to be assessed under a levy of one cent per acre or to furnish the Collector the names of original proprietors and the acreage allotted to each, to have turned to his Land Office Registers, for the efficiency of the latter office depended upon keeping there in convenient form just such data. For reasons not apparent now, the laborious task of making a digest of all conveyances in the towns in northern Vermont down to the year 1803 was undertaken not only by Whitelaw for the Ryegate Office but also by Dr. Eben W. Judd for the rival office at Middlebury, with the result that these papers from the old competitors (merged in the Stevens Collection probably) are here indexed to guide us through the most misty and difficult stage of conveyancing.

‡Proper and charitable feeling for a fellow-craftsman may justify the supposition that Mr. Henderson purposed to rewrite and clarify these field-notes but was probably precluded by the Act of 1794, which took official cognizance of his change of residence to Quebec with other Loyalists to the neglect of his duties as Collector, which office was thereby declared vacant.
It is safe to say that, with the data here afforded, most if not all Vermont land-titles can be carried back to the charter.

Scattered through volume two, the book of plans, and elsewhere, are found outline plans of towns, showing usually also roads, streams and public buildings.

Crude though the draughting be in some cases, these sketches are of great value since they embody the best knowledge of the time from official sources, in regard to town-lines, measures, bounds, etc. As unfortunately the accompanying letter has, in most instances, been bound apart from the plan, it may be helpful to state that these were sent to the Surveyor-General, looking to the construction of a State Plan, agreeably to a §Resolution of Assembly, by the Proprietor’s Clerk or Town Clerk (as the case then was) or the Selectmen, under penalty of fine if delayed after March 1, 1794, and formed the skeleton of the Whitelaw Map of Vermont, copyrighted in 1796.

Since there has been, for reasons above given, an enforced noting of some items of small worth or not really germane to the work in hand, as an offset thereto, under a free construction of the act authorizing this publication, pains have been taken

§Resolution of 1790.

Whereas it is absolutely necessary as well for the good as for the dignity of this State that some proper method be adopted to furnish a proper map thereof,

Therefore, Resolved that the selectmen of the several towns in this State make out and send to the surveyor-general before the first day of August next a proper plan of their several towns exhibiting the courses and lengths of their lines and what towns they are bounded on, also the courses of the several streams with their names, public roads and where they lead to, the situation of meeting-houses, mills and other public buildings, also the situation and names of ponds, mountains and everything necessary to make a complete map; and where towns are not organized it is hereby declared to be the duty of the proprietors’ clerks or other persons who may have plans of said towns to forward copies of them in manner aforesaid.

Resolved also, That the surveyor-general be and he is hereby directed to return copies of the field-books of the several towns that have been surveyed under his direction or under the direction of the former surveyor-general to the several town clerks of the respective towns, whose duty it shall be to record the same; and when the towns are not organized, to the county clerks of the several counties in which such towns lie.

And it shall be the duty of said county clerks to record the same, and the secretary is hereby directed to cause the above resolution to be published immediately in both newspapers printed in this State.
to incorporate some of the more important references to legislation affecting town-bounds, in Assembly Journals, State Papers, Governor and Council, etc., on topics which they illuminate: it should be remembered, however, that this vein is not worked to its capacity, but exposes only the main features.

Having learned that Captain Albert M. Whitelaw of East Ryegate had many plans and papers which had descended from his great-grandfather, General James Whitelaw, these papers, freely donated to the state, have been bound and indexed, thus preserving additional official files, as well as many original plans of the allotment of towns, etc., of which no duplicate is known to exist.

In like spirit, the set of plans made by Hon. Samuel C. Crafts, and now deposited in Craftsbury Academy Library by his descendant, have been included under the index. Not merely from their beauty, but chiefly from their quasi-official character (coming from a man skilled in practical surveys, which he made for proprietors; who was also collector under Vendues and consequently compelled to have official knowledge of the lotting, acreage, etc.; not to dwell upon his eminent scholarship, and standing as a citizen upon whom was heaped almost every honorable office of his day), they seem well worthy of recognition: they will surely prove helpful, and under the Resolution guiding the use of the papers in court can do no possible harm. A volume labelled "Crafts' Plans" containing copies of these maps is on file in the Secretary of State's office.

The admirable compend of facts relating to the granting, changing of lines and names, etc., of Vermont towns, compiled by the late Hiram A. Huse, has been freely drawn upon; being, like all that came from his pen, reliable and well done, to have duplicated this would have been work of supererogation, and full credit is given to the source.

With the large number of detailed and intricate references involved, it is to be suspected that some typographical and other errors will have crept into a performance dependent upon human limitations, but it is hoped that, with the aid of the special indexes to the more important volumes, the subtitles freely inserted in the volumes, and the digest of each
volume, following, the contents have been made accessible to the reader.

The precautionary suggestion may not be amiss that in view of the frequent changes of town-lines and names, pains should be taken to scan under all aliases or cross-references, when in search of full information.

A complete statement of such changes is not possible until further data have been sent in to the Secretary’s Office, since the majority of acts to authorize changes in town-lines are provisional, and no return has been made to show the result in most cases.

Respectfully,

FRANKLIN H. DEWART,

ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED.

The colon, to separate number of volume cited from pages therein.

A., for Acres.
A. J., for Assembly Journal.
C. R., for Connecticut River.
C-S, for County-Surveyor.
D-S-G, for Deputy-Surveyor-General.
G & C, for Governor and Council of Vermont.
H. J., for House Journal.
I. A., for Ira Allen, first Surveyor-General of Vermont.
J. W., for James Whitelaw, second Surveyor-General of Vermont.
L. C, for Lake Champlain.
N., S., E., W., for the cardinal points of the compass.
O. R., for Onion River, now called Winooski.
S-G, for Surveyor-General.
S. P., for State Papers of Vermont or of New Hampshire.
Wh., for Whitelaw in the phrases, "Whitelaw Plans" and "Whitelaw Papers."

PREFATORY NOTE.

The subject-matter is intended to be arranged under the following topics, uniformly; the typical classification then follows:

Town Name, Source and Date of Charter, History of Changes of Name and Lines.

Charter—
Proprietors—
Bounds—
Area—
Surveys—
Lines established—
Plans—
Vendues—Including Advertisements of Vendues and Turnpikes.
Miscellaneous—
DIGEST, SHOWING THE MAIN FEATURES OF EACH VOLUME.

VOLUME ONE—Miscellaneous.

Charters—Several copies; Resolutions granting; List of Vt. Grants.
Proprietors—Names of, for several towns; Doings of, Proprietors' Meetings.
Areas—By towns, distinguishing taxable and "public, pious and charitable."
Surveys—Made, and to be made, of Town Lines, Rivers, Lottings, Pitches.
Plans—Outlines of most Towns, with letters from Town Clerk or Props.' Clerk, furnishing data from which to make State Plan—in response to Resolution of 1790, which finally allowed extension of time till March 1, 1794.
Vendues—Showing taxes, vendues, pitches thereunder, etc.
Miscellaneous—Commissions as S-G, D-S-G, Census Commr.; Instructions from S-G to Deputies, and letters in reply; Doings of Road Commrs.; Distances from the several towns to Newbury, Bennington and Montpelier compared.

VOLUME TWO—Miscellaneous.

Charters—Copies of several; Secretary's attested copies of Resolutions to grant.
Proprietors—Names for several towns.
Bounds—Certified for several; Changes in bounds and names recorded.
Surveys—A few only, of Lots and Conn. River.
Plans—Outlines of Towns, and letters from Town Clerk or Props.' Clerk (conformably to Resolution of 1790 as noted under Volume 1); Lottings, and Onion River.
VOLUME THREE—Field-Books.

Surveys only, being parts of Field-Books—

By Ira Allen—Onion River opposite Burlington, Colchester and Williston; Lake Shore opposite Shelburne and Burlington; Town Line between Williston and New Huntington.

By Caleb Henderson—A body of 105 Lots in Georgia (the abandoned survey).


VOLUME FOUR—Field-Books.

Surveys—

By Timothy Rogers, John Bishop, Jr., and John Ferguson, 1788, of 117 Lots, pitched under the Ives Vendue, Act of 1783, in St. Albans, comprising 39 original Rights.

Unsigned surveys at Berlin, Essex, Middlesex, Missisquoi Bay, Moretown.

Field-Book of Lotting of St. Johnsbury with a transcript of Major Willard’s notes.
Accounts of the Surveyor-General, 1784-9.

VOLUME FIVE—Field-Books.

Surveys, by James Whitelaw—
Lake Champlain, from Charlotte to Quebec Line, including St. Albans Point, Maquam Bay and Creek, all completed before Feb. 2, 1784.
Field-books of Lotting of Billymead, Lyndon and Navy.
Lot on and near south line of St. Johnsbury, in Ryegate.
Accounts of the Surveyor-General, 1781-8.

VOLUME SIX—Field-Books.

Lines of Essex, Georgia, Milton, St. Albans, Swanton, Westford, in 1775.
By Ira Allen, for himself or The Onion River Company—Rough gauges for the River corners of Colchester and Williston.
Minutes of River corners of Burlington, Colchester, Essex, Williston.
Field-Book of 8 Lots in Jericho and of 8 in Bolton.
New Huntington-Williston Line.
Traverse of Lake Champlain, from Onion River to Leplote River.
By James Whitelaw—Journal of reconnaissance of Road from Newbury down the Lamoille River to St. John’s, Quebec.

VOLUME SEVEN—Field-book of Surveys by Ira Allen (being the first of his surveys in 1772-3).
Lines of Benson, Bolton, Burlington, Castleton, Hubbardton, New Huntington, Poultney, Sudbury, Williston, with Traverses of Onion River and Lake Champlain (from opposite Jericho, down the River to Lake, then southerly).
Lots in Bolton, Burlington, Castleton, Colchester, Essex, Hubbardton, Jericho, Poultney.

VOLUME EIGHT—“Salisbury, March 23, 1775.
Ira Allen, His Book,

Containing the most Usefull Rules in Surveying.
Wrote with my own Hand and Agreeable to my Invention.

Test, Ira Allen, Surveyor,
Finis.’’

(The title-page, quoted, shows a “Hand” and “Invention” uncommonly good.)

Surveys—Lots in Burlington, Essex, New Huntington, St. Georgia, Williston.
Lines of Bolton, Burlington, Charlotte, Colchester, Essex, Jericho, New Huntington, Shelburne, Williston, and a Traverse or “Voig” on Onion River past Spafford Interval, Pratt Bow, in 1774.
Proprietors of Ferrisburgh with their Draughts in Lotting.
Manuscript Book of the principles of Surveying.

VOLUME NINE—Field-Book of Surveys by James Whitelaw—Traverse of Conn. River from Norwich to Ryegate, and from Ammonoosuc River to Guildhall, with accts. relative thereto, 1783.
Bounds for Brunswick, Guildhall, Lunenburgh, Maidstone, Minehead.

Accounts of the Surveyor-General, 1786-1790.


INDEX TO THE PAPERS OF THE


VOLUME ELEVEN—having been labelled by the binder "VOLUME 41," is so known hereafter.

VOLUME TWELVE—"The Vermont Land Register, being a complete index to the public newspapers which have been printed in this State, and containing the substance of all land-advertisements; to which are added in many of the towns, the lands forfeited at Vendue, extracts from the records, etc., recorded by Eben W. Judd."
This book, in addition to what the quoted title calls for, shows—in tables, under the names of towns, alphabetically arranged, the year, month and day of the advertisements for taxes in the Windsor and Bennington newspapers (occasionally in others); the amount and the occasion of the tax or sale; the name and residence of the Collector; time and place of Vendue, etc., covering the years 1783-1806.

VOLUME THIRTEEN—Dr. Eben W. Judd's Abstract of Vendues, arranged by towns under the names of original Proprietors, with quantities sold, dates of execution and of record of deeds, down to 1802, in—Bolton, Duxbury, Jericho, Middlesex, New Haven, Waterbury and Williston.

VOLUME FOURTEEN—Dr. Eben W. Judd's Land Office Register, giving synopses, mainly relative to the one-cent Vendue of 1798, but in some covering 1762-1803 (but also treating more fully Johnson, Lemington, Weybridge), in Averill, Avery's Grant (North Troy), Belvidere, Bristol, Coventry, Duncansborough, Eden, Enosburgh, Irasburgh, Jay, Johnson, Kelly's Grant (South Troy), Kellyvale, Knight's Gore, Knoulton's Gore, Lemington, Lutterloh,
Montgomery, Morristown, Richford, Smithfield, Sterling, Westfield, Weybridge.

VOLUME FIFTEEN—Synopsis of Deeds (down to 1803), by Hon. Joel Doolittle, from the records of Georgia, Goshen, Highgate, Plainfield, Richford, Saint Albans, Stannard, Swanton.

Schedule of lands claimed by the Onion River Company (composed of Col. Ira Allen and his relatives), showing 60,829 Acres remaining, after the sale of 16,793, in Burlington, Charlotte, Colchester, Essex, Georgia, Highgate, Jericho, New Huntington, Shelburne, Swanton, Williston.

VOLUME SIXTEEN—Records of the Vendue of 1791, ½ penny per acre, held by Stephen Pearl, Sheriff and Collector for Chittenden County, payable Dec. 31, 1793, recorded by his deputy, Jedediah Hyde, Jr., for:

Avery’s Gore, Bakersfield, Belvidere, Berkshire, Coventry, Duncansborough, Eden, Enosburgh, Fayston, Huntington, Irasburgh, Jay, Kelly’s Grant (South Troy), Kellyvale, Lutterloh, Mansfield, Montgomery, Moretown, Morristown, Richford, St. George, Starksboro, Sterling, Stowe, Underhill, Waitsfield, Westford, Worcester; also, bidders’ receipts to Sheriff for money refunded for lands redeemed.

VOLUME SEVENTEEN—James Whitelaw’s Register of lands, in various towns entrusted to his Land Office by various owners, with alphabetical index of towns in back.

Land Advertisements, 1833-5; Tables showing the several taxes laid in each town; Names of Collectors; When and where to be sold; When and where advertised; When assessed; By what authority.

VOLUME EIGHTEEN—Miscellaneous.

Part 1. Vendue of 1806 in Georgia.

Part 2. James Whitelaw’s alphabetical tables of Vendues, with their advertisements, 1774-1794, in—Barnard Barre, Berkshire, Berlin, Bethel, Billymead, Bolton,

Part 3. Dr. Eben W. Judd's abstracts of Deeds (or Vendues), 1763-1802, attested by the Clerk of Rutland County, in—


Part 7. Vendues by Stephen Pearl, Sheriff and Collector of Chittenden County, sold 1794, deeded Jan., 1795, and by Jas. Lucas, Collector, 1799, in—
Addison, Averill, Avery’s Gore (Chittenden County), Belvidere, Berkshire, Coventry, Duncansboro, East Haven, Eden, Enosburgh, Fayston, Granby, Huntington, Irasburgh, Jay, Kellyvale, Knoulton’s Gore, Lutterloh, Maidstone, Mansfield, Montgomery, Moretown, Morristown, Newark, Richford, St. George, Starksboro, Sterling, Stowe, Troy, Underhill, Victory, Waitsfield, Westfield, Westford, Woreester.


Part 10. Vendue, for half-penny tax, 1794, of unorganized towns of Orange County, by Frye Bailey, Collector, being in—

VOLUME NINETEEN—Copies, attested by the N. H. Secy., registered by Ira Allen, Surveyor-General (in conformity to the Resolution of Assembly, June 3, 1779, “That a Surveyor-General be appointed to procure copies of all Charters that ever was made of land lying in this State in order to know where vacant lands are,” etc.), of the Charters of—

(1) Addison, Andover, Bennington, Berlin, Bolton, Bridport, Charlotte, Clarendon, Cornwall, Danby, Dorset, Duxbury, Fairfax, Fairfield, Fairlee, Ferrisburgh, Georgia, Halifax, Hinesburgh, Hubbardton, Hungerford, Killington, Leicester, Ludlow, Maidstone, Manchester, Mansfield, Marlboro, Middlesex, Milton, Monkton, Neshobe, New Flamstead, New Haven, Panton, Peacham, Pittsford, Pomfret, Poultney, Pownal, Rog-
ers's Grant (Readsboro), Rutland, St. Albans, St. George, Salisbury, Sandgate, Shaftsbury, Sharon, Shoreham, Smithfield, Somerset, Stamford, Stockbridge, Strafford, Stratton, Sudbury, Sunderland, Swanton, Thetford, Tinmouth, Townshend, Wallingford, Waterbury, Wells, Wenlock, Weybridge, Whiting's Grant (Dover), Wilmington, Winhall, Woodford.

(2) Similarly attested Bounds for—
Averill, Brunswick, Guildhall, Halifax, Lemington, Lewis, Maidstone, Marlboro, Minehead, Newfane.

VOLUME NINETEEN "A" appears to be the Secretary of State's copy, apparently obtained later, of the same Charters.

VOLUME TWENTY—(1) James Whitelaw’s Land Office Register, 1782-1827, setting forth all the Townships in the State of Vermont, with dates of granting, areas, etc., alphabetically arranged; Taxes assessed, Vendues (some of the latter having been completed "from the first volume of Proprietors’ Meetings and Land-Tax Advertisements—now in the State Library bound with the first volume of Windsor Journal") by Henry Stevens, Jan. 6, 1860).

(2) Tables of lands in many towns of Vermont and New Hampshire, grouped under names of Proprietors, Records of Vendues, with the owners when entrusted to the Whitelaw Land Office’s care,—followed by alphabetic index.

(3) Turnpike Petitions to the Assemblies, 1805-8.

(4) Original Advertisement of Whitelaw Land Office,—for 1797 pasted inside front cover; for 1801 inside back cover. (Compare 9:41-2 for same.)

VOLUME TWENTY-ONE—Dr. Eben W. Judd’s minutes regarding personal suits-at-law, 1801; incomplete abstract of Vt. statutes of that day regarding land-titles.
VOLUME TWENTY-TWO—Proprietors of Guildhall, Records (original) of Meetings, Vendues, etc., attested by E. W. Judd, Proprietors' Clerk, Jan. 3, 1795; also by Heman Bassett, Town Clerk, April 26, 1797.

VOLUME TWENTY-THREE—Judd's Synopsis of deeds and vendues, made for him by Hon. Joel Doolittle, in—Georgia, 1773-1808; Jericho, 1793-1802; Jericho and Williston and unorganized towns of Orange County down to 1803,—especially thorough digest of the first and second lottings of Georgia, with comparative data to identify and distinguish between old and new lot numbers, and full digest of Williston down to 1803. A second abstract of Williston records of title, down to 1803. Miscellaneous lands in Whitelaw Land Office Blotter.

VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR—James Whitelaw's Synopsis of Land-Titles of Vermont Towns, alphabetically arranged; When and Where Vendued; Amount of Tax; When and Where Advertised; When and By Whom Taxed; Names of Collectors, 1791-1816. List of Bank-notes, with identifying data, from whom received, to whom paid, etc.

VOLUME TWENTY-FIVE—Weybridge, Proprietors' Names, Vendues, etc., down to 1802.

VOLUME TWENTY-SIX—Miscellaneous Vendues—
Part 3. (a) Vendues, down to 1803, in Concord, Elmore, Waterbury.
(b) Vendues in Belvidere, Caldersburgh, Coventry, Derby, Georgia, Glover, Holland, Irasburgh, Jay, Kel-
lyvale, Morgan, Navy, Salem, St. Andrew's, White- 
law's Gore.
(c) Vendues in Georgia, Johnson, Milton, Ryegate. 
(d) Abstracts of Records in Addison, Bolton, Brid-
port, Burlington, Charlotte, Cornwall, Duxbury, Ferr-
isburgh, Goshen, Kingston, Leicester, Lincoln, Middle-
bury, Middlesex, Monkton, Neshobe, New Haven, Pan-
ton, Pocock, Salisbury, Shoreham, Starksboro, Strat-
ton, Walden, Weybridge, Whiting, Winhall.

VOLUME TWENTY-SEVEN—Westmore Proprietors' Records, 
followed by Field-Book of Survey into Lots by John 
Johnson, 1800.

VOLUME TWENTY-EIGHT—Papers of Gov. Silas H. Jeni-
son, relating to his Surveys, in Addison County, mostly 
in Shoreham. (Map herefrom mounted with White-
law Plans.)

VOLUME TWENTY-NINE—Diary and Accounts of E. W. 
Judd, 1794-5, private matters.

VOLUME THIRTY—Journal of E. W. Judd, 1786, with some 
surveys in Maidstone, account of a wrangle in Proprs.' 
Meeting, etc.

VOLUME THIRTY-ONE—E. W. Judd's Journal, Accounts, 
etc., 1774.

VOLUME THIRTY-TWO—Journal of E. W. Judd, 1800, 
private affairs, while in prison.

VOLUME THIRTY-THREE, by E. W. Judd. 
(a) Surveys of Lots in Maidstone, 1787. 
(b) Surveys of Lots in Lemington, 1787.

VOLUME THIRTY-FOUR—Jericho Proprietors, with their 
deeds, 1773-1802.

VOLUME THIRTY-FIVE—Accounts and Memoranda of E. 
W. Judd, 1795-7, private affairs.
VOLUME THIRTY-SIX—Burlington Proprietors' Records, 1774-1781, attested by Ira Allen, Proprietors' Clerk, including several Pitches recorded.

VOLUME THIRTY-SEVEN—Surveys along Onion River in Bolton, Middlesex and Waterbury in June, 1770.

VOLUME THIRTY-EIGHT—Middlebury, names of Proprietors, Lots, to whom laid.


VOLUME FORTY—Surveys by Ira Allen, miscellaneous, odds-and-ends.

Proprietors—Names from many towns; Joint Meeting of unorganized towns in Orange County, 1787, etc.
Bounds—For many towns, alterations, etc.
Areas—Of all towns, systematically by counties; List of lands exempt, for P. B. Hall, Sheriff and Collector, Chittenden County.
Surveys—Part of Conn. River, Various Bounds.
Plans—Central Vt. Towns, in outline; Lotting of many Towns.
Vendues—Extended abstracts for many towns; Deeds, Sales, etc.
Miscellaneous—Full account of the Leicester-Salisbury Town-Line dispute; Affidavits used; Plans, etc.

VOLUME FORTY-TWO—Anonymous copies of the Bounds of several N. Y. Grants, in a small pocket-book (raising the suspicion that this may be the field-book which Ira Allen wrested from the N. Y. Surveyor, found on the soil of the Onion River Company—without license first had!).

VOLUME FORTY-THREE—Guildhall, Road Surveys, etc., by E. W. Judd, 1789-1792.
SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUMES.


VOLUME ONE—\{Wh. Plans \} \{Wh. Papers \} Containing some papers which from their face are clearly part of the records of the Surveyor-General, and others of value, such as Plans of Lotting of many towns; General Plan with Surveys to show Lines of Windsor County Towns; Names of Proprietors and their Draughts, for many towns; Pitches; Vendues, etc.

VOLUMES TWO, TWO A, TWO B, TWO C, are Letter-Books from the Whitelaw Land Office, and afford many helpful clues to land matters.

VOLUME THREE—Records of Proprietors of Groton, Tax of 1802.

VOLUME FOUR—Records of Proprietors of Harris's Gore, Tax of 1802.

VOLUME FIVE—Letters pertaining to the settlement of the Whitelaw estate.

VOLUMES SIX-NINE—Passumpsic Turnpike Company Records of Vendues and Assessments for 1810, 1814, 1815, 1816, respectively.

THE SAMUEL C. CRAFTS BOOK OF PLANS, now deposited in Craftsbury Academy Library by his descendant, contains beautiful Plans of Lotting, Roads, Streams, Proprietors, etc., for about fifty Towns—mostly in northeastern Vermont—and gains a semi-official character from his having been the practical surveyor who allotted towns for Proprietors, the Collector of Taxes, as well as one of the most honored citizens of the state. A volume of copies of these plans is on file in the Secretary of State's office.
INDEX.

Acton, incorporated, Nov. 6, 1800, from Johnson's Gore; to Townshend, Feb. 1, 1841.

Charter—Johnson's Gore incorporated as Acton, 1800, 41:66C.


Proprietors—Names, 18:134.
Bounds—Part annexed to Weybridge, 1804, 41:66C; 2:16; Part annexed to Waltham, 1804, 41:66C; 2:16.
Area—20:3.

Aikins' Gore, Vt. grant to Edward Aikins and 5 associates, Feb. 25, 1782, of 931 Acres, which by its charter was annexed to Londonderry.
Vendues—12:36, 139.

Albany, name changed from Lutterloh, 1815.
Bounds—J. W., 1:89D.
Surveys—North, East and West Lines by Aaron Shepard, 1788, 1:54, A,B; West Line by Jas. Savage, D-S-G, 1788, 1:76; North and East Lines by A. Shepard, 1:77; Lines surveyed 1786 and 1790, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:82; Lines, compiled, 10:31, 82-3.
Plans—Lotting, Proprs., Roads, Streams, 3 Draughts, Crafts: 2; 1:231A.
Vendues—24:2, 67; 3c, 1818, 17:205; 3c, 1821-6, 17:207; 4c, 1831, 17:185; Advertisement, 1833, 17:185, 360; 26:130.

Alburgh, Vt. Grant to Ira Allen and associates, Feb. 23, 1781; alias Caldwell's Upper Manor, Allensburgh, Missisco Leg, Missisco Tongue, Point Algonquin, Point du Detour; the part east of Missisquoi Bay to Highgate, Nov. 1, 1792.


Bounds—Location of original S. E. Corner, 1:163B.


Act to reinstate action in ejectment, to test titles to Town of Alburgh, late Allensburgh, Laws 1794:164; G&C, 4:454-478.


Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57 A; Outlines, S. Line, etc., Wh. Plans: 4A,B.


Areas of towns, under the County in which the town desired was at time of computation. See 20:3-14; 41:63-65, 68A-O, 69A-H, 70, 71.

Arlington, N. H. Grant to John Searl and associates, July 28, 1761.

Bounds—Com. of Five to ascertain, G&C, 2:18, Nov. 12, 1779.

Surveys—West Line by Vt. and N. Y., 1812-3, 2:156 E-G and Plan to show same in Plans: 10.
INDEX TO THE PAPERS OF THE


Athens, Vt. Grant to Dr. Solomon Harvey and associates, May 3, 1780; part to Brookline, Oct. 30, 1794; part from Brookline, Nov. 13, 1813; part from Avery’s Gore, 1815; part to Grafton, 1816.

Charter—Resolution granting, 1799, 1:174K.
Bounds—Part to Brookline, 41:66B; Gores south of Tomlinson and west of Rockingham, 1:93.
Plan—Outlines, including Brookline and Putney, 1:241A.
Vendues—12:18; 20:18.

Averill, N. H. Grant to Daniel Betts and associates, June 29, 1762.

Proprietors—Names, 18:173; 41:79.
Deed—1/2 of Right of P. Burritt, 1788, 41:11A; Joseph Wait, Collector, to William Read, 41:77; Vol. 35.

Avery’s Gores, N. Y. Grants of 28,000 and 24,000-acre tracts adjoining, letter of Jeremiah Halsey to Samuel Avery and Plans of Grants, 1775, 1:256A; Gale’s Plan of Grants to Humphrey and Samuel Avery, Robt. Leak, Lyman, Pomet, Wier and others adjoining (N. Y.) Middlesex, Wickham,
and (N. Y.) Charlotte, (near Tunbridge and Royalton) 1:256B.

Avery's Gores (alias Vermont Grants to Samuel Avery), 17:361.

1) ADDISON COUNTY, 8744 A., Jan. 27, 1791; part to Kingston (alias Granville), 1833; remainder to Lincoln, 1847.
   Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:48B; 1:92C.
   Surveys—East line, 4:92; South, 4:91; 4:127.

2) CHITTENDEN COUNTY, 5910 (4000) Acres, Jan. 27, 1791; part to New Huntington, alias Huntington, Oct. 22, 1794.
   Bounds—J. W., (with Plan) 1:52; Part set to New Huntington, 1794, 41:66B.
   Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:30.

3) ESSEX (formerly Orange) COUNTY, 10685 A., Jan. 27, 1791.
   Bounds—J. W., 1:93, 95A.
   Area—10685 A., J. W., 1:169A, 155A.
   Surveys—By J. W., 1785, East, 3:109 and 111; North, 3:121; West, 3:128; South, 1:126; Lines, compiled, 10:87-8, 92, 95.
   Vendues—12:30; 18:182; 20:164; 24:1; 17:5.

4) PEARSALL'S GORE, 3936 A., to Thos. Pearsall, Jan. 27, 1791, for the benefit of Samuel Avery; to Bradleyvalle, 1803; that to Concord and Victory, 1856. Charter—41:66C; 30:137; 20:164.
   Vendues—12:28.

5) FRANKLIN COUNTY, 9723 A., Oct. 29, 1791; part to Montgomery, 1858; part to Belvidere, 1896.
Bounds—J. W., 1:49; 41:17, 18.
Surveys—By J. W., North Line 5:136; West 5:143; Lines, compiled, 10:102, 104-5, 110.
Plans—Outlines by Samuel C. Crafts, 2:19; Outlines, 1:242C-D; Lotting, Streams, Mts., Crafts: 48; Not yet defined on Plans: 19, 20, 29 by S-G. Not on Wh. State Plan, 1796, 1:133; 1:231A.
Vendues—12:26; 2c, 1817, 17:205; 2c, 1823, 17:207; 18:291; 20:137, 164; 24:1, 66; Down to 1802, 41:9N, O; 16:85; 17:5; 18:186; 20:377.

6) BY HUNTSBURG (alias Franklin), 554 A., June 28, 1796.
Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:50, 92C.
Charter—Patented to Mr. Avery; in 1796 belonged to Jos. Fay, 1:133.
Plan—Not shown on Wh. State Plan of 1796, 1:133A; 1:50; 20:137; 20:164.
Vendues—41:9H; 26:13.

7) WINDHAM COUNTY, 1380 A., Oct. 29, 1791; part to Athens, 1815; remainder to Grafton, 1816.
Charter—Incomplete copy, 1790, 41:119.

8) AVERY’S GRANT (alias North Troy), 11040 A., Oct. 27, 1792; to Missiskouie, 1801; name changed to Troy, 1803.
Charter—Incorporated, with Kelly’s Grant, as Missiskouie, 1801, 41:66C, 111.
Bounds—1:51; by J. W., 41:19.
Area—41:67.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; 2:90A.
Vendues—1798, 14:2; 12:32; 18:182.
Bakersfield, alias Knoulton's Gore, Vt. Grant, Jan. 25, 1791; parts from Smithfield and from Fairfield, 1792; part to Enosburg, and Knight's Gore annexed, 1798; part from Coit's Gore, 1799; part to Waterville, 1824.

Bounds—Charter varied, A. J., 1796: 115; part from Smithfield, 1792; part to Enosburgh, and Knight's Gore annexed, 1798, 41:66B; part of Coit's Gore annexed, 1799, 41:66C; for Knoulton's Gore, 1:92B.


Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:100, 104-5.


Baltimore, set off from Cavendish, 1823, by Act of Legislature.

Bounds—Set from Cavendish, 1823, 41:66B.

Lines established—Laws, 1823:51; 1841:58.

Vendues—12:66.

Lines established—Laws, 1823:51; 1841:58.

Barnard, N. H. Grant of 26000 A. to Wm. Story and associates, July 17, 1761.

Surveys—4:201.

Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; 41:112.

Vendues—12:68; 18:76; 20:19; 17:25.

Barnet, Vt. Grant to Simon Stevens and associates, Sept. 16, 1763.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98B.


Surveys—For S. E. and N. E. corners, J. W., 1783, 1:105D; On lower Passumpsie by S. Stevens, 1799, 1:134; Lotting by J. W. (Field Book) 3:43-58; Lines by J. W. 1784, South 5:194, West 5:195, North 5:196, ending at Conn. River at a Hemlock marked "B, 1770"; Lines, compiled, 10:47-8; Course and Distance from
N. corner to S. W. of Lyndon to Passumpsic Falls, (where charter for Lyndon begins) to S. E. of Lyndon, also to S. W. and N. E. corners of Lyndon, 4:155 and margin of Plans:20; Running Lines, 5 days, J. W., 1784, 5:121; Laying out Road, J. W., Passumpsic to upper line, accts., 1:146; 5:110.


**Barre**, name changed from **Wildersburgh**, Oct. 19, 1793; part incorporated as **Barre City**, 1894; 41:66A.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 16 to Col. Williams, J. W., 1:168.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:87B; Gore added on the east, 2:52; Town Line suit, Oliver Blodget vs. Ebenr. Hill, 1802, (Lines from Newbury to Barre) 3:146; Plan to accompany preceding, J. W., 2:30.

Surveys—By J. W., East Line, 4:73; South Line, 4:86; Survey of lines, 1784-6, 1788, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:18A.

Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88; 1802:48.

Plans—Outlines, with letter from Marston Cabot, 1794, 2:52; Outlines, Streams, Roads, Mills, from Nathan Carpenter to J. W., 1810, with letter, 2:41; Gen. Davis's Plan of Road to Dartmouth College, 1810, 2:43; 2:30; 2:88.


**Barton**, Vt. Grant to Col. William Barton and associates, Oct. 20, 1789; alias **Providence**, 1781; part from **Sheffield**, 1858.

Charter—Attested by Secy. Dunham, 1815, 1:138, 139A-C.

Proprietors—Names, 41:37.

Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:91A.

Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.

Surveys—Lines, 1787, attested 1796 by J. W., S-G, 1:15; Run by Aaron Shepard, on N., S. and W., 1788 and 1790, 1:16, 54, 54A-B; South end of East Line, to


Vendues—24:4, 61, 69, 71; 23: Part 3; 20:20, 185, 196, 300; 18:415; 3c, 1816, 17:209; 3c, 1820, 17:211; 4c, 1823, 17:215; 4c, 1827, 17:217; 4c, 1832, 17:183; 12:96; Advertisements, 12:283, 505; 1833, 17:183; 41:9B; 41:12B; 17:9; 26:132.


**Belvidere**, Vt. Grant to John Kelly, 30100 A., Nov. 4, 1791; part to Waterville, 1824; part to Eden, 1828, but mostly returned in 1832; part from Avery’s Gore, adjacent, 1896; alias Kelly Grant No. 3.

**Bounds**—1:74B, including Belvidere Leg.

**Area**—30100 A., J. W., 1:169; 41:67.


**Plans**—Outlines and Area, J. W., 1:18; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19 (and not shown on 20 and 29); Outlines of Kelly Grants No. 1-4 together, 2:90A; Outlines, 1:242 C-D.


**Bennington**, N. H. Grant to William Williams and associates, Jan. 3, 1749.


**Bounds**—Com. of five to ascertain, Nov. 12, 1779, G&C, 2:18.
Vendues—12:38; 20:22.

Benson, Vt. Grant to James Meacham and associates, May 5, 1780.
Charter—Resolution granting, 1779, 1:174H.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, 41:112.
Vendues—12:42; 20:22; Turnpike, 20:376.

Area—41:64.
Bounds and Plan—Outlines, Wh. Plans: 4A-B.
Vendues—12:44; 20:138.

Berkshire, Vt. Grant to William Goodrich and associates, June 22, 1781; parts to and from Enosburgh, 1838.
Charter—Resolution granting, 1:174J.
Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:169; S-G to State Treasr., 1798, 41:59; 41:61; 41:63B.
Plans—South Line crosses Missisquoi River three times, Jos. Beeman, D-S-G, to J. W., correcting State Map, 1810, 2:15 (accompanied by Outline Plan, 2:28); Outlines, 2:59, 1:242C-D; Outlines, Courses, Distances and alternative lines on East and West, 2:90A; Outlines,


Berlin, N. H. Grant to Rev. Dr. Chauncey Graham and associates, June 8, 1763.
Proprietors—Names, 18:136.


Bethel, Vt. Grant to John Payne and associates, Dec. 23, 1779.
Charter—Original, registered by I. A., S-G, Feb. 18, 1783, Plans: 15; Resolution to grant, 1779, copied in 1:174D.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98D.
Area—Gore between Bethel and Royalton, 5:175.


Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, J. W., 2:57A and disputed town-lines on north, 2:32; Outlines, 41:112; State Map, letter correcting branches of White River, by Isaiah Rogers, 1809, 1:232A-C.


Billymead, Vt. Grant to Jonathan Arnold and associates, Feb. 26, 1782; name changed to Sutton, 1812.

Proprietors—Names and Draughts of Lots, J. W., 1:233A; 1:165A.

Bounds—1:11.


Blake's Gore, Vt. Grant to Timothy Blake and fourteen associates, June 18, 1785; set by charter to Strafford.

Bloomfield, name changed from Minehead, 1830.

Vendue—Road Advertisement, 17:360.

Bolton, N. H. Grant to George Bunnell and associates, June 7, 1763; part from New Huntington, 1794; part to Richmond, 1804; part to Waterbury, 1851.


Proprietors—Names, Draughts, 41:85M-O; Names, Draught in 1st Div., by Ira Allen, 2:106B.
Bounds—Part annexed to Richmond, 1804, 41:66C; Part from New Huntington, 1794, 41:66B.

Surveys—On Onion River, 1770, Volume 37; Lines by Jas. Savage, 1785, attested by J. W., S-G, 1794, 1:12; From Bolton "lore" corner to Duxbury "lore" corner 1337 rods, I. A., 1:191A; River Lots by I. A., 6:141-2 and 7:31-3 (17 Lots, in 1772); West Line, 8:48; Lines, compiled, 10:16.

Plans—River Lots, (Copy from Hubbart by I. A.) 2:108B; Outlines, River Lots, I. A., 2:106A; Outlines, S-G., Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Streams, Roads, 2:22B.


Gore—Next Corinth, 5:183.

**Bradleyvale**, incorporated out of *Pearsall’s Gore*, 1803; to **Concord** and **Victory**, 1856.
Charter—Incorporated from Pearsall’s Gore, 41:66C.
Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:92B.
Surveys—Allotment, contract for, between J. W. and B. P. Baldwin, 1801, with
Plan—Lotting, 2:158.
Vendues—20:25; 24:4, 5; Advertisement, 17:360; 41:90; 20:360.

**Braintree**, Vt. Grant to Jacob Spear and associates, Aug. 1, 1781; alias No. 5; part to **Rochester**, 1824.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98C.

**Brandon**, name changed, Oct. 20, 1784, from **Neshobe**.
Proprietors—Names, 18:137.
Plans—Outlines, 41:112; 2:90; 2:57A.

**Brattleboro**, N. H. Grant to William Brattle and associates, Dec. 26, 1753; renewed, June 11, 1760, and July 6, 1761, and confirmed by N. Y. Grant, July 22, 1766.
Area—41:64.
Plans—Letter from S. Elliot to J. W., 1810, as to additions to State Map, Outlines, Roads, Streams, Acady., 1:224A, B; Turnpike to Bennington, by Jonas Whitney, 2:99.

**Bratton’s Grant**, in northwest corner of Whitingham.
Surveys—Outlines, by J. W., 1:34B.

**Bridgewater**, N. H. Grant to Seth Field and associates, July 10, 1761.

Proprietors—Names, 18:165.
Plains—Letter from Benj. Perkins to J. W., 1810, as to additions to State Map, 1:234A, B,—accompanied by Plan in 2:39; Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Bounds, Wh. Papers: 1 (Pitches); Outlines, 41:112; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.

Vendues—12:70; 18:22; 20:27, 163, 341; 24:3, 6, 62, 68, 69, 70, 72; 17:16; 26:131.

**Bridport**, N. H. Grant to Ebenezer Wiswall and associates, Oct. 9, 1761.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:12-3.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:34; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 29; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124; Outlines, 41:112; 1:242B.


**Brighton**, name changed from Random, 1781; part from Wrenlock and part to Ferdinand, 1853.
Plan—Lots, Proprs., Streams, Mts., 2 Draughts, Crafts: 36.

**Bristol**, name changed Oct. 21, 1789, from Pocock; part to Lincoln, 1824, 41:66A.

Proprietors—Names and Draughts, 14:172, 237; 41:50D.
Surveys—Lines, 1784, 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1794, 1:10A.

Plans—Outlines, 2:124.

Vendues—12:50; 4c, 1826, 17:217; 20:29, 184, 262; 18:23, 76; 26:1, 2, 27-34, 171, 191, 245-7, 224, 252, 258-9; 24:5-6, 61, 69-71; 41:80A, B; 17:17.

Deeds—Attested by Town Clerk, 1805, 41:80A-B.
Brookfield, Vt. Grant to Phineas Lyman and associates, Aug. 5, 1781; alias No. 9.

Charter—Vt. Grant to Phineas Lyman, No. 9, J. W., 1:168.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85A.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:86; Outlines, 41:112; Wickham and other adjacent
N. Y. Grants, 1:254, 256B.

Brookline, incorporated from Putney and Athens, 1794; part from Putney, 1804; part to Athens, 1813; part from Newfane, 1820.

Bounds—2:16; 41:66B.
Plan—Outlines, with Athens and part of Putney, 1:241A.
Vendues—12:64; 20:32; 4e, 1822, 17:213; 4e, 1827, 17:217; 26:130.


Charter—Receipt for, 41:54; Copy attested by Secy. Jos. Fay, 1790, 41:120.
Proprietors—Names, Draughts, Wh. Papers: 2, 3, 4; Names, 41:44, 55; 3:230.
Bounds—41:15; For part formerly in No. 2, 1:95A; Brownington Gore set to Caldersburgh, 1801, 41:66C.
Area—19845 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:90, P, Q, S, T, Z; 12:92, 283, 505; 20:361; 4e, 1823, 17:215; 4e, 1827, 17:217; 4e,

Brumley, alias Bromley, N. H. Grant to William Sumner and associates, Oct. 13, 1761; name changed to Peru, 1804, 41:66A; part to Mount Tabor, 1805.

Surveys—Affidavit, 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y. as to East Line, 1770, 1:173A-C.
Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Wh. Plans, 4A-B.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9CC; 12:40; 20:29, 149, 198, 361; 18:23.

Brunswick, N. H. Grant to Stephen Noble and associates, Oct. 13, 1761.
Proprietors—Names, Draughts, Wh. Papers: 5, 6; Names, 18:173; 41:49B; 41:79.
Deed—By Collector for Proprs., 3 Rights, 1789, 41:77.
**Buel's Gore,** Vt. Grant, as a part of **Coventry,** to Major Elias Buell and associates, Nov. 4, 1780, 4273 A.; part to **New Huntington,** 1794.

Bounds—Part set to New Huntington, 1794, 41:66B; 41:91.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:30.

Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Courses, Distances, Bounds, Area, 1:52.


**Burke,** Vt. Grant to Justus Rose and associates, Feb. 20, 1782; **Burke Tongue** to **Hopkinsville,** alias **Kirby,** 1807, 41:66A.

Charter—Original, Plans: 12; Bamf, N. Y. Patent, 41:73.


**Burlington,** N. H. Grant to Samuel Willis and associates, June 7, 1763; parts to **Williston,** 1794 and 1797; remainder divided into **City of Burlington** and **South Burlington** (Town), 1852.

Charter—Copy from original, attested by Town Clerk, July 1, 1825, 1:274A-F.

Proprietors—Names, 18:141; Records, 1774-1781, by Ira Allen, Proprs.' Clerk, Volume 36.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85C; Part set to Williston, 41:66B.


Line established—Next Williston, Laws 1797:66.


Deed—Affidavit of Thos. Butterfield, Sept. 6, 1785, as to Capt. Remember Baker’s ‘‘swoping’’ 250 A. in Burlington (150 on Bay near Sharpshins Harbor and 100 A. meadow near Frederick Saxton’s) with Capt. Lemuel Bradley for 200 A. in Jericho, known by the ‘‘Bradley Bough’’ on Onion River, 1:178.

**Cabot, Vt.** Grant to Jesse Levingsworth and associates, Aug. 17, 1781; part to **Danville**, 1834; alias No. 21.


Calais, Vt. Grant to Col. Jacob Davis and associates, Aug. 16, 1781; alias No. 19.


Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Streams, Mills, by Prop's. Clerk, 1794, 2:85; Lotting, Prop's., Streams, 3 Draughts, Crafts: 35; Roads, letter from Gen. Davis as to Courses, 1810, 2:44.


Caldersburgh, Vt. Grant to Col. Jedediah Elderkin and associates, Nov. 6, 1780; Brownington Gore and Whitelaw's Gore annexed, the east part annexed to Wenlock, and name changed to Morgan, Oct. 19, 1801; alias No. 33, 41:66A.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 33 to Col. Jedediah Elderkin, J. W., 1:168A.

Proprietors—Names, 41:40.

Bounds—By J. W., 1:21; Brownington Gore and Whitelaw Gore annexed and a part set to Wenlock, 41:66C.

Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.


Vendues—12:132; 23: Part 3; 20:33, 199, 266; 18:25, 416; 24:7, 73; 41:124B; 26:131, 165-6; 9:68; Advertisement, 12:283; 41:12B.

Caldwell's Upper Manor, alias Allensburgh or Alburgh.
Cambridge, Vt. Grant to Col. Samuel Robinson and associates, Aug. 30, 1781; alias No. 47; part from Sterling, 1828.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, J. W., 2:59, 90A; Outlines, 1:242C-D.

Canaan, Vt. Grant to John Wheeler and associates, Feb. 25, 1782; Norfolk annexed Oct. 23, 1801; part to Lemington, 1837.
Proprietors—Names, Draughts, Undivided Lands, Wh.
Papers: 7, 8; Advertisement of meeting, June, 1786, 5:166.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Canaan, 1794, Streams, Roads, by Jeremiah Eames, Plans: 7; Lots, No. 1-111 by Jeremiah Eames, Jr., Plans: 8; Lots, Norfolk, 41:95.

Carthage, alias Wyllys, 1780; alias Jay, 1792 (Chartered only as Jay.)
Bounds—North Division, J. W., 41:13; For both Divisions, J. W., 1:20, 33A; Bounds and Public Lands, 41:20.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29 (As chartered and alternatively); Outlines, J. W., 2:84 and with alternative bounds, 2:90A; Lots, Crafts:16.

Vendues—20:35; 18:25; Advertisement, 12:283.

**Castleton, N. H.** Grant to Samuel Brown and associates, Sept. 22, 1761.


Plans—Outlines, by J. W., 2:57A.

Vendues—12:98; 18:26; 20:35.

**Cavendish, N. H.** Grant to Amos Kimball and associates, Oct. 12, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, Jan. 6, 1772; part to Baltimore, 1823.

Proprietors—Names, 1:252A.

Lines established—Next Baltimore, Laws 1841:58; Town set off as Baltimore, 1793, 41:66B.


Vendues—12:116; 20:36; 18:26; 24:7B.

**Census of Vermont,** by Towns and Counties, by J. W., Comm., 1791, 2:98.

**Champlain, Lake**—South from Onion River by I. A., 6:143-7 1773; 7:68-73; by J. W., 5:191-7; North from Onion River, to Mallett’s Bay by Caleb Henderson, 6:135-7; to Province Line by J. W., 1784, 5:1-7, 8-18, Maquam Bay and Creek by J. W., 1784, 5:19-21, St. Albans Point 5:23. Scaling from Burlington to Charlotte 2:109A-B; Towns to be surveyed, Burlington to Quebec, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1783, 2:109A-B; Lake not to be scaled this winter, 2:109A-B; Traverse opp. Shelburne and Burlington, I. A., 3:7, 16, 18-9; Towns north of Charlotte, Plans: 2; Plot of North End, Plans: 19, 20; Plan of Two Heroes 2:54B; Lake and Conn. River surveys to be connected, 1785, I. A. to J. W., 1:113A; March, 1786, to continue along shore, after com-
pleting Colchester, setting corners for Swanton, Highgate, etc., I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1:116; April, 1786, from same to same, to complete chart, calculation and survey of Lake, 1:117; J. W., 1784, 40 days on Lake Survey and Plan, 5:121; 1786, J. W., 35 days on Survey of Lake and Onion River, 5:124, 156-9; 41:65; 4:196; 5:191-2; 7:68-78.

Charleston, name changed from Navy, Nov. 16, 1825.

Proprietors—Meeting, 1827, original minutes, attested, 1:19.

Bounds—J. W., S-G, 1:91C; for the part formerly in tracts known as No. 2 and No. 3, 1:95A.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:93, 95-7.

Vendues—Proprietors, 1827-8, 17:231; 31/2C, 1826, 17:229, 231; Sales, to 1827, attested by Town Clerk, Wh. Papers: 10; 17:187.

Charlotte, alias Charlotta, N. H. Grant to Benjamin Ferriss and associates, June 24, 1762.


Proprietors—Names (with distinguishing marks by I. A.) 1:214.


Charters—

To be registered with the S-G by Feb. 1, 1783.

Peculiar—Bradford, Dover, Ira, Readsboro, etc.

Variation from chartered bounds in Franklin County towns, A. J., 1796:115; 41:65; S. P. 31:72.
Restrictions as to Pine Timber repealed, 1787, Laws compiled 1799:113.
Extensions of bounds, and allowance for drowned or unimprovable lands, 1:115, 116A.
Extension of time for settlement, 1783, Laws.

**Vermont Grants**, known by numbers at first, from 1:168-A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Town</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pittsfield</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Groton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hancoek</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Montpelier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rochester</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Calais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Randolph</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Braintree</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Cabot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Kingston</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Walden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Vershire</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Hardwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Turnersburgh</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Greensborough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brookfield</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Wheelock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Roxbury</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Littleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Warren</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Concord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Victory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>East Haven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Northfield</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Newark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Barre</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Caldersburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Sheffield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Elmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Wolfeott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Craftsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Westmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Salem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Morristown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Hyde’s Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Sterling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Eden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another series of numbered towns lay east from Lake Memphremagog, 3:118.

**Chelsea**, name changed from **Turnersburgh**, Oct. 23, 1788; alias No. 8, 41:66A.

**Bounds**—By I. A., S-G, 1:85A.

**Surveys**—Lines run 1783-4, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:32A; Lines, compiled, 10:40, 49-50; S., 5:171.

**Plans**—Outlines, Roads, Streams, 1810, 2:42; Road to Dartmouth College, by Gen. Davis, 1810, 2:43.

**Vendues**—12:118; 20:37, 200; 18:26, 84; Turnpikes, to Barre 20:377; To Dartmouth College 20:377; To Norwich 20:377; To White River 20:377.
Chester, N. H. Grant as Flamstead to John Balbridge and associates, Feb. 22, 1754; regranted as New Flamstead, Nov. 3, 1761, to Daniel Haywood and associates; confirmed by N. Y. Grant as Chester, July 14, 1766.

Charter—Registered by I. A., S-G, as New Flamstead, 19:54.

Survey—By Esq. Stevens (with a plan of Chandler’s land), 1:253.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Chandler’s land, 1:253; Outlines, with corners and outlines of adjoining towns, 1795, C-S, Jos. Crary, Wh. Plans: 4A-D.


Deed—Thos. Chandler to John Grout, 1769, 1:270B-D.

Chittenden, Vt. Grant to Gershom Beach and associates, March 16, 1780; Philadelphia annexed, Nov. 2, 1812.

Bounds—J. W., 1:96.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Wh. Plans: 4A and B; 41:112.


Clarendon, N. H. Grant to Caleb Willard and associates, Sept. 5, 1761; part to Ira, 1854.


Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Wh. Plans, 4A and B.


Coit’s Gore, alias Whitelaw, Savage and Coit’s Grant, alias Williamsburgh, being a part of Vt. Grant to James Whitelaw, James Savage and Wm. Coit (Surveyors), Oct. 26, 1788; part to Bakersfield, 1799; remainder to Waterville, 1824.


Bounds—J. W., 1:94; Part annexed to Bakersfield, 1799, 41:66C.

**Colchester, N. H.** Grant to Edward Burling and associates, June 7, 1763; part to Milton, 1868.

Proprietors—I. Allen (with occult distinguishing marks), 1:210; 18:140; 8:72.

Area—About 20000 Acres, S-G to State Treasr., 1798, 41:62, 65.

Surveys—River Lot corners, 1783, No. 8-15, 2:113B; I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1786, to complete lines, 1:116A; Lots No. 30-3, 41-54, by Caleb Henderson, 6:1-8; East Line by C. Henderson, 6:38, 37, 41; At S. W. of Town, By C. Henderson, for Heath, 6:98; East Line, I. A., 6:115; Lots by C. Henderson, 6:119-130 and 155-7; Lots on River by I. A., 1772 (No. 1 and 2) 7:28-9, (No. 3-8) 7:45-6, (No. 9-14) 7:49-50; East Line, I. A., 8:38, 42, 54 and 81; S. W. corner, I. A., 8:39; Lots surveyed, I. A., Abel’s against an Island, 8:87; Lines by Jas. Savage, Esq., 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1794, 1:22A; Lots, No. 1 and 2, 103 A. each, 1794, for John Law, Rt. of Thos. Burling, 1:160; by I. A., Rt. of Henry Sherburn, three lots, No. 12, 13 and —, 1775, 1:188C and 1:189A; by Benj. Boardman, 1794, Rt. of Samson Hanxhurst, No. 112, 100 A., 1:189B; 1:114; 7:57; by C. Henderson, 1784, 512 A., 1:193A, B; by Wm. Coit, for Silas Hodges, Vendue Pitches (Rt. of Thos. Dopson, Jr., 150 A.) 1:239C6; (Rt. of John McCreedy, 150 A.) 1:239E1; (Rt. of P. Dopson, 300 A.) 1:239E2; Lots, 1785, in S. W. of Town on Lake, also No. 90, 91, 38, 39 and 40, 1:195D and E; I. A. to
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J. W., 1783, to set N. W. corner, and not to scale Lake, for the present, 2:109A and B; Lines, compiled, 10:15, 28; 3:26, 11; 5:8, 9; Vol. 40.


Compass Attraction,

See—Granby, 1:83; Guildhall, 1:57; 10:71; Fairfield, 10:10; Fletcher, 10:9.

Concord, alias No. 27, Vt. Grant to Reuben Jones and associates, Sept. 15, 1781; part from Bradleyvale, 1856 (alias Pearsall’s Gore).


Area—30158 Acres, J. W., 1:155 and 169.


Plans—Outlines, for Proprietors, with Streams, by Frederick Locke, 2:70; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20 and 29.

Connecticut River.

For the first surveyed Town Corners hereon, see State Bound.


Plans—(Against Bradford) J. W., 2:78; (36-Mile run to Guildhall to correspond to 1:105D) S-G, J. W., Plans: 19 and 20; (Corinth to River, and from Ammonoosuc to Quebec) 1781, J. W., 5:117; (Norwich to Ammonoosuc, Return of Survey of River) 7 days, 1783, J. W., 5:117; 2:65A and B; 2:78; 5:156.

Turnpike—Green Mt. and Montpelier, 20:377.

Corinth, N. H. Grant to Jonathan White, Esq., and associates, Feb. 4, 1764, confirmed by N. Y. Grant March 2, 1772; part from Vershire, Oct. 23, 1811.

Proprietors—Names, 18:172.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98B.

Area—Corinth-Mooretown Gore, 4200 Acres, 5:183.

Surveys—Lines, 1783, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:28; 1788, deposition, J. W., as to old and new Lines, 1:34C; N. Line, J. W., 1:163A; N. W. Corner, 1781, by Butterfield and Whitelaw, 1:104A; Distances between the North Lines as by N. H. and by N. Y., also between W. Lines as by N. H. and by N. Y. 1:162C; N. Line,
INDEX TO THE PAPERS OF THE


Vendues—12:120; 20:40; 20:183; 18:28; 24:60; (Tax of 1789 and Pitches thereunder surveyed) Wh. Papers: 11A and B.

Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88; 1806:120. Line next Vershire, H. J. 1803:48; Deputation, J. W., S-G, to Andrew Peters to run line, April, 1804, 1:259.

Cornwall, N. H. Grant to Elias Reed and associates, Nov. 3, 1761; part to Middlebury, 1796.

Proprietors—Names, 18:139; 41:48.
Bounds—41:16A; Part annexed to Middlebury, 1796, 41:66B; 2:16.
Plans—By D-S G Savage, to accompany affidavit, 1:242B; Outlines, J. W., 2:34, 57A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19,29; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124; 41:112.


Addison, 1785.

Vendues—1807, 7-mill, 24:1 and inside of back cover; 26:136.

Bennington, 1778.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797-8, 41:63-4, 68B, 68M; 41:59.

Caledonia, 1792.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797, 41:65, 68J, 69F.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:84; S-G, Plans: 29; Lots in St. Johnsbury, Lyndon, Sutton, Newark, etc., Plans: 23A.
Vendue—1c, 1807, 24:59 and inside of back cover; 12: 507, 11.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.

Chittenden, 1787.
Area—41:65; 41:68L, 69E.
Vendues—½ penny tax, 1791, Stephen Pearl, collector, Volume 16; 18:7; 1c, 1807, 24:59; List of public, pious and charitable lands, not taxable, for Prince B. Hall, Collector and Sheriff, 41:67.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.

Essex, 1792.
Proprietors—Meeting, jointly, of unorganized towns (then in Orange County) 1787, under Orange County.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797, 41:68D, 69D, 70.
Plans—S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, 2:9A.
Vendues—1799, 41:124B; 1c, 1807, 24:12; 1c, 1812, 24:63; 24: inside of back cover; Jail, 1832, advertisement, 17:360.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.
Franklin, 1792.

Areas—Towns, severally, 1797, 41:65, 68H, 69G.
Plans—Lines (then in Chittenden County) for the Town Line Com., 1794, 1:242D; S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, (Preparatory to running lines?) J. W., 2:59, 90A; Several towns, lines for state map, Jos. Beeman, 1810, 2:88.
Vendue—1c, 1807, 24:13.

Grand Isle, 1802.

Area—41:68A, 69C; Islands severally, 41:71.
Vendue—24:17.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.

Jefferson County, 1810-4; then name changed to Washington County.

Areas—Towns, severally, 41:68A.

Lamoille, 1835.


Orange, 1781.

Proprietors—Meeting, unorganized towns, 1787, 41:79.
Surveys—Lines, the scrape from depending upon Newbury Line, which affected lines of Topsham, Orange, Williamstown, Washington, Corinth, Bradford, Vershire, and the two sets of lines required thereby, A. J., 1799:111.
Plans—(Relative to Lines above named) J. W., 2:30; Southernly Towns, J. W., 2:57 and 2:84; (Counties) S-G, Plans: 29; 41:112.
Vendue ½ penny Tax, 1794, Frye Bailey, Collector, 18:414-433; Deeds from Proprietors, tabulated, 12:159.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.
Orleans, 1799.
Areas—Towns, severally, 41:68F, 69H.
Vendue—1c, 1807, 24:36; Co. Clerk’s letter with abstract of deeds, down to 1802, 41:78.
Population—1792, 2:98B, severally by towns.

Rutland, 1781.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797-8, 41:63, 64, 68E, 68O.

Washington, old Washington, 1779; modern Washington, 1810; name changed from Jefferson, 1814.
Not on Plans: 29; 41:112.
Surveys—Scrape as to town-lines, starting from error in west line of Newbury, upon which a chain of lines (ending at Wildersburgh) had to be resurveyed, A. J., 1799:111 and Plan, J. W., 2:30.

Windham, 1781.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797-8, 41:63, 64 and 68C; 41:59, 68M.

Windsor, 1781.
Areas—Towns, severally, 1797-8, 41:63, 64, 68G, 68N.
County Surveyors,

(Bennington County) First appointment, for Cumberland Co., March 26, 1778, G&C, 1:249; Laws (Ms) 1:63, Feb. 17, 1779; (Ms) Laws 1:157, 1779, etc.; Laws, Revision of 1798:490-492, (Act directing appointment of S-G and C-S and regulating their office and duty).
Survey-bills or certificates, prima facie evidence.

Coventry, Vt. Grant to Elias Buell and associates (three tracts, Coventry 16767 Acres, Coventry Leg 2000 Acres, Buell’s Gore 4273 Acres); alias Orleans 1841-3; Coventry Leg to Newport, 1816; Coventry Gore to Newport, 1894.

Proprietors—By I. A., 1787, 1:249A and 250; 41:47.
Bounds—J. W., 1:90, 1:95A and 1:248A-B.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:84 and 2:90A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Streams, Roads, by Abner Allyn, 2:47; Lotting, J. W., 1792-3, 2:129, 2:160A and 160B; Lotting, 1:174 and (Gore) 1:20; also, Plans: 9 and 21 (both sides of sheet); Lotting, Coventry and Gore, with Streams, Crafts: 11.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9P, 9Q, 9S; 12:134, 136; Gore, 1c, 1798, 14:31; 3c, 1814-5, 17:225; 4c, 1820, 17:227; 4c, 1820-2, 17:229; 3c, 1825, 17:231; 20:41, 152, 193; 18:28, 195, 201-3, 206, 295-7; 24:8, 60, 74, 75, 7, 73; 26:7, 8, 10-14; Turnpike, 20:377; Advertisement, 18:283; 16:21-4; 17:34; 17:361.

Craftsbury, 1790; alias Minden; alias No. 37; 41:66A.
Surveys—Lines by Wm. Coit, 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1793, 1:23; Lines, compiled, 10:1, 8, 12, 82.

Vendues—(Down to 1802) 41:9E; 12:130; 2c, 1819, 17:227; 2c, 1822, 17:229; 2c, 1826, 17:231; 20:41, 190, 319; 18:29; 24:74, 75; 26:130, 132.

Danby, N. H. Grant to Jonathan Willard and associates, Aug. 27, 1761.

Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A.
Vendues—12:142; 18:29; 20:42; Turnpike, 20:376; 26:174A.

Danville, Vt. Grant to Jacob Bailey, Jesse Leavenworth and associates, Oct. 31, 1786; renewed Nov. 12, 1802; Walden Gore annexed, Oct. 29, 1792; part from Deweysburgh, 1810; part from Cabot, 1834; see also Hillsborough.


Bounds—For Walden Gore, J. W., S-G, 1:90C; Instructions to Esq. Chamberlain D-S-G, as to survey and markings, 1:91D; 41:66B.


Derby, Vt. Grant to Timothy Andrews and associates, Oct. 29, 1779; alias No. 1.

Bounds—By J. W. (No. 1 and No. 2), 1:95.
Line established—Next Newport, Laws 1868:310.


Distances, compared for travel of Assemblymen to Bennington, Newbury and Montpelier, 1:186-9.

Dorset, N. H. Grant to Gideon Lyman, Esq., and associates, Aug. 20, 1761; part from Mt. Tabor, 1825 and 1832.

Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9CC; 12:140; 20:44; 18:30; Turnpike, 20:376; 17:40.

Dover, from South Wardsboro, 1810; includes N. H. Grants to Lt. Peter Brown, July 4, 1764 and to Lt. Stephen Holland, July 5, 1764, and to Lt. James Tute, July 4, 1764, for 2000 A. each, and from N. H. Grant of 3000 A. to Capt. Nathan Whiting.

Survey—W. Line, Affidavit of Phineas Munn (Surveyor for State of N. Y.) regarding his survey in 1770, 1:173A-C.

Draper, N. H. Regrant, to Francis Bernard and associates, June 17, 1763, of former Grant as Wilmington, 1751.

Dummerston, N. H. Grant as Fullam, 1753.

Plan—Accompanying letter of Jason Duncan and Saml. Porter to J. W., Jan. 30, 1810 (in 1:228A, B and D) as to additions to plan of Vt., 2:35; (Jonas Whitney’s Plan of Turnpike to Bennington, 2:99.)
Vendues—12:146, 176; 18:30; 20:44; Turnpike 20:376.

Dunbar, N. H. Grant to Isaac Searl and associates, June 15, 1764; alias Sudbury, 1763.

Duncansborough, Vt. Grant to Nathan Fisk, Geo. Duncan and associates, Oct. 30, 1802; alias Newport, 1816; part of Salem and Coventry Leg annexed, 1816; Coventry Gore annexed, 1894.

Proprietors—Names with distinguishing marks by I. A. 1:218.

Bounds—By J. W., 1:33.
Line established—With Derby, Laws 1868:310.


Duxbury, N. H. Grant to Rev. Isaac Brown and associates, June 7, 1763.


Proprietors—Names, 41:49C; Names and First Draught, 2:108A.


Surveys—Lines run 1785-6, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:36A; Back Line, J. W., 1:164C; S. Line and N. W. Cor. of Starksboro, 1:165B; Town Corners on River compared with Bolton and Waterbury Corners, I. A., 1:191A; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 4, 5, 18.

Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; River Lots (Hubbard Plan copied by I. A.) 2:108B.


East Haven, Vt. Grant to Timothy Andrews and associates, Oct. 22, 1790; alias No. 29.


Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:91A.


East Montpelier; from Montpelier, 1848.

Eden, Vt. Grant to Col. Seth Warner and associates in arms, Aug. 28, 1781; part from Belvidere in 1828 and returned in 1831; alias No. 48; part from Belvidere, 1831.

Charter—Resolution granting, to Col. Warner and associates, 1779, 1:174C; Vt. Grant to Col. Warner and Regiment, as No. 48, J. W., 1:168A.


Line established—Next Belvidere, Laws 1831:12.


Elmore, Vt. Grant to Col. Samuel Elmore and associates, Aug. 21, 1781; alias No. 35.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 35 to Samuel Elmore and Wm. Guttridge, J. W., 1:168A.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:89A.

Surveys—Lines run by Wm. Coit, 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:42; Lines, compiled, 10:1, 7, 33.


Ely, name changed from Vershire, 1878, and changed back, 1882.

Enosburgh, Vt. Grant to Roger Enos and associates, May 15, 1780; part from Bakersfield, 1798; part from Enosburgh Gore, 1802; parts from and to Berkshire, 1838.

Charter—Resolution granting, 1780, 1:162.

Bounds—1:91B; 41:66C.


**Enosburgh Gore**, Vt. Grant to Stephen House and Amos Fassett, of 3916A., Nov. 9, 1803; to **Enosburgh**, Nov. 10, 1802.

Charter—Copy by Secy. Williams, 1827, 1:38A.


(For details of Lines, see Petition of Seth Foord presented to Assembly Oct., 1797; H. J., 1798:202-3; H. J., 1800:193; H. J., 1801:117-8; H. J., 1802:136; Letter of D. Fay to J. W., Oct. 4, 1789, 1:127A; Laws 1802: 158-160; also, Laws 1803:60, etc., for various steps in the settling of this famous struggle, which sprang from the Fay survey and was brought on by the Foord Petition.)

**Essex, N. H.** Grant to Edward Burling and associates, June 7, 1763.

Proprietors—Names, 18:150.

Surveys—Lines run 1785, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:42A; Lots in N. W. by J. Baker 2:105; Lots No. 25-8, 1785, 4:63; Lots by Caleb Henderson, 6:42-3; Lines, W. and N. by C. Henderson, 6:38-9; Lines by I. A., West 6:115 and 8:38, 54, 81; North 6:115; East 8:42; 8:47-8, 57-8; Lots by I. Allen, 8:21-8 (and Chart, 8:26); River Lots No. 1 and 2, 7:51; Lines, compiled, 10:15.

Vendue Pitches—For Justin Day, 100A., Rt. of Wm. Ellsworth, by W. Coit, July, 1785, 1:236B3; For N. Chipman, 150A., Rt. of J. J. Jenness, by W. Coit, June, 1785, 1:236B4; For D. Stanton, 100A., Rt. of B. Swartwout, by W. Coit, June, 1785, 1:236B5; For Abr. Stevens, 51:5A., Rt. of John Nelson, by S. Lane, July,


Fairfax, N. H. Grant to Edward Burling and associates, Aug. 18, 1783.

Surveys—Lines by Wm. Coit in 1786 and 1788, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:46A; Lines, compiled, 10:8, 9, 28; 4:210; 5:152.


Lottery—For Building Bridge, Laws 1794.

Fairfield, N. H. Grant to Samuel Hungerford and associates, Aug. 18, 1763; parts from Smithfield and to Bakersfield, 1792; parts to and from Swanton, 1829.


Proprietors—Names, 18:151.

Surveys—Lines by Wm. Coit, 1788, attested by J. W., S-G, 1793, 1:44; Courses and Distances, N., S., and E. Lines, J. W., 1:90A; East Line, letter of J. Fay to J. W., 1796, 1:133; Vendue Pitch, for Silas Hathaway, Rt. of Peter Betts, 1788, 100A., 1:264A; North Line, 1789, J. W., 5:133; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 9, 10.


Plans—Outlines, Courses, Distances, J. W., 2:59, 90A; Outlines, Distances, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Streams, Roads, Mills, by Jos. Beeman, 1810, 2:28; For the Com. on Town Lines (new arrangement) 1:242 C-D.

Fairhaven, Vt. Grant to Ebenezer Allen and associates, Oct. 27, 1779; part to West Haven, 1792; part to New York, 1876.

Charter—Resolution granting, 1779, 1:1741; Division of town, 1792, 41:66B.

Area—41:64.


Fairlee, N. H. Grant to Josiah Chauncy and associates, Sept. 9, 1761; part to West Fairlee, 1797.


Surveys—S. E. Corner and N. E., by J. W., 1783, 1:105D;
South Line by Samuel Moore, 1783, 1:100C; North Line by J. W., 1783, 5:176; West Line by J. W., 1783, 5:177; Lines, compiled, 10:36, 41, 42; 5:106; 9:3.

Lines established—Between Fairlee and West Fairlee, 41:66B and Laws 1797:49-51.


Vendues—12:178; 4e, 1820, 17:247; 20:50, 205; 18:33, 90; 17:52; 26:130 (West Fairlee).

Fane, N. H. Grant to Abner Sawyer and associates, June 19, 1753; regranted by N. H. as Newfane to Benj. Flagg and his associates, Nov. 3, 1761; charter confirmed by N. Y., May 11, 1772.

Bounds—19:43.

Fayston, Vt. Grant to Ebenezer Walbridge and associates, Feb. 27, 1782.

Bounds—By J. W., 1:89D, 103C.


Plans—Outlines, see letter by Edmund Rice to J. W., 1810, and Plan of Waitsfield, 1:230; Outlines, 2:37; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29.


Ferdinand, N. H. Grant to Thos. Hungerford and associates, Oct. 12, 1761; parts from Wenlock and Brighton, 1853.


Proprietors—Names, 41:46; 41:79.


Ferrisburgh, N. H. Grant (Ferrissburg) to Daniel Merritt and associates, June 24, 1762; part to City of Vergennes, 1788.


Proprietors—Names, 18:154; Names and two Draughts by I. A., 8:17-20.

Areas—41:63B.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:14, 10, 11.

Flamstead, N. H. Grant to John Balbridge and associates, Feb. 22, 1754; regranted as New Flamstead to Daniel Haywood and associates, Nov. 3, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, July 14, 1766; name changed to Chester in conformity to last.

Fletcher, Vt. Grant to Moses Robinson and associates, Aug. 20, 1781.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:59, 90A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, 1:242C-D.

Franklin, 1817; Vermont granted as Huntsburgh, 1789; Avery’s 554 A. Gore annexed.
Bounds—J. W., S-G, 1:90B; for Avery’s Gore, 1:92C.
Surveys—Lines, 1788, by David Fay, 1:60A; South Line disputed, 2:28, 15.
Lines established—Next Sheldon and Highgate, Laws 1810:160.
Vendue—4c, 1823, 17:247.

Fullam, alias Fullum, N. H. Grant of 19360 A. to Simeon Stoddard and associates, Dec. 26, 1753; charter renewed June 12, 1760, as Fullum; again renewed, July 6, 1761 as Fullam; again July 7, 1762 as Fullam; and finally June 7, 1764; alias Dummerston.

Gatesborough, Vt. Grant to Josiah Gates and associates, Nov., 1780, charter not issued; alias Salem, 1781; alias No. 43.
Georgia, N. H. Grant to Richard Emery and associates, Aug. 17, 1763.


Proprietors—Names (with occult marks) by I. A., 1:211-2; Rights deeded, with dates, I. A., 1:223A-C; Sold and not deeded, 1:223D; Rights owned by Silas Hathaway, by I. A., 1:211.


Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 2, 19, 20, 29; Lots, 41:102 with Field Book of same in 3:59-76; Outlines, 1:242 C-D.


Gilead, Vt. Grant, Nov. 6, 1780, charter issued as Random, 1781; alias Brighton, 1782; alias No. 31.
Glastenbury, N. H. Grant as Glossenbury to Capt. Samuel Robinson and associates, Aug. 20, 1761.

Bounds—Committee of 5 to ascertain, G. & C, 2:18 (Nov. 12, 1779).


Goshen, Vt. Grant to Capt. John Powel and associates, Feb. 23, 1782, in three parts:

1) Goshen in Addison County; part from Philadelphia, 1814; part from Ripton, 1820; part from Rochester, 1847. Charter—Resolution granting, and copy attested by Jos. Fay, Secy., 1782, 1:96; 41:108.
Bounds—1:33B; 2:151A; By J. W., 1:102; By J. Fay, Secy., 1:96.


Plans—Outlines, Streams, Roads, 2:124, 57A; Outlines, 41:112; Lots, Propr., Crafts: 43.


2) **Goshen Gore** No. 1 (between Wheelock and Walden), chartered Nov. 1, 1798 (and considered as in Addison County), severed from Goshen, 1854; incorporated as **Stannard, 1867**.


Proprietors—Names on Plan in 41:93.

Bounds—1:33B; 2:151A; 1:102, by J. W.


Surveys—Lines, N., S. and W., 1:56A; North and West Lines, 4:143; South, 4:74; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 73, 78, 98.


3) **Goshen Gore** No. 2 (between Plainfield and Harris's Gore), 2820A, chartered Nov. 1, 1798; considered as in Addison County; severed from Goshen, 1854; annexed to **Plainfield, 1874**.

Proprietors—Names on Plan, 41:103.

Bounds—1:33B; 2:151A; By J. W., 1:102.


Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:53; Lotting and Proprs., 41:103; S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Proprs. and Lots, Crafts: 44.


Grafton, 1792; alias Thomlinson, 1754; parts from Athens and from Avery's Gore, 1816.

Bounds and Plan—Wh. Plans: 4A, 4B; Gores south of Tomlinson, 1:93.


Plans—Letter, 1810, of S. Gates and P. White to J. W., as to State Map, 2:14; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, Roads, Streams by Jeremiah Eames, 1794, 1:22; Lotting, Proprs., 3 Draughts, Road, Crafts: 39; Plans: 22.

Grand Isle, 1810; alias Middle Hero, 1798-1810; part of South Hero, 1788-1798; part of Two Heroes, 1779-1788.


Grants of lands to individuals (not elsewhere accounted for clearly).

By N. H. to “reduced” military officers,

Bratton’s (Capt. Robt.)
Brown’s (Lt. Peter), 2000 A., July 4, 1764; to Dover.
Holland’s, (Lt. Stephen), 2000 A., July 5, 1764; to Dover.
Phillips’s (Lt. Andrew Faneuil), 2000 A., Aug. 11, 1764; to Readsboro.
Rogers’s, (Capt. Robert), 2000 A., July 4, 1764; to Readsboro.
Tute’s, (Lt. James), 2000 A., July 4, 1764; to Dover.
Walker’s (Capt. Lt. John), 3000 A., Oct. 17, 1764; to Wardsboro.

Grantville, 1834; alias Kingston, 1781-1834; part from Avery’s Gore, 1833.

Bounds—By I. A., 1:84, 85A.
Surveys—Lines by J. W., 1784 and 1787, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:75; North 4:89, 127; South 4:90; East 4:90; West 4:92.
Turnpike from Canada Line, 20: 376.

Green & Moulton’s Grant, Vt. Grant to Amos Green, Samuel Moulton and associates Oct. 20, 1796; alias Green’s Gore; alias Whitingham Gore; part of Whitingham.

Bounds—by J. W., S-G, 1:89D.
Surveys—Outlines of Grant, Wh. Papers: 19; Lines by J. W.

Greensboro, Vt. Grant to Harris Cole and associates, Aug. 20, 1781; alias No. 24.
Proprietors—Names and 3 Draughts, Crafts: 10.

Bounds—I. A., S-G, 1:89A.

Surveys—Lines, 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:59; North Line by Aaron Shepard, 1:77; East Line by J. W., 4:143; Lines, compiled, 10:1, 2, 73, 78; 5:160.


**Groton, Vt.** Grant to Lt. Thos. Butterfield and associates, Oct. 20, 1789; part from **Harris's Gore**, 1890; alias No. 17.


Surveys—Oct., 1787, I. A., to J. W., Proprs. vote lots to be laid solid and to run West Line, 1:120; June, 1788, Lines to be completed, I. A., S-G, to J. W., 1:123; Lines by J. W., North 4:120, South 1:207B and 4:75, East 4:119; Lines, compiled, 10:47, 66, 80, 82; 5:162.


Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9E; 12:196-7; 23: Part 3; 3c, 1822, 17:255; 3c, 1831, 17:181; 4e, 1816 and Proprs. of 1819, 17:251; Proprs., 1820, 17:253; 6c, 1825,
17:257; 20:56, 181, 206, 273, 326; 18:36, 84, 419, 432;
24:15, 16, 64-5, 82-4; 18:193, 198; Advertisement, 12:
245; 17:360; Turnpike, 20:377; Rate Book, Tax of
1802, Wh. Papers, No. 3; 1:222; 41:12C; 12:245; 12:

Guildhall, N. H. Grant to Elihu Hall and associates, Oct. 10,
1761.

Proprietors—Original Records, (1761-1795), Vol. 22;
Names, 18:157.
Bounds—By Geo. King, D-Secy., 1:89C.
Surveys—Lines, 1785, attested by J. W., S-G, 1796, 1:57;
S. E. Corner as set by Legislature, 1783, J. W., 1:105D;
Vol. 43A-B; Lines by J. W., 1785, North 3:102 and
9:15, South 3:99 and 9:13, West 3:100 and 9:14;
Lines, compiled, 10:84, 85; Small Tracts, 41:88A;
Line established—Next Lunenburgh, according to N. H.
Survey by Hubastus Neal, 1763, Lews 1781, repealed
1785.
Plans—Letter from S. Gates and P. White to J.W., as to
State Map, 1810, 2:14; Lotting, incomplete, 1789,
Plans: 1; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Old Plan
of Guildhall Village, 41:94.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9L; 12:198, 207; 3e, 1819-20,
17:253, 255; 4e, 1827, 17:257; 4c, 1833, 17:187, 189;
18:358; 18:370-77; 18:393-412; 20:57, 143; 18:36, 77;
24:15, 17, 82, 84; 20:207, 320; 26:117, 126, 131; Vol.
35; Advertisements, 1833, 17:187, 189; 12:283; 1:222;

Guilford, N. H. Grant to Elijah Williams and associates, Apr.
2, 1754; renewed July 6, 1761, and March 20, 1764.

Halifax, N. H. Grant to Oliver Partridge and associates, May
11, 1750.


**Hamilton’s Grant**, Vt. Grant 3000 A., to Silas Hamilton and associates, March 15, 1780; set to Whitingham by charter.

**Hancock**, Vt. Grant to Samuel Willcox and associates, July 31, 1781; part annexed to Rochester, 1834; alias No. 2.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 2 to Dr. Kinney and Dr. Wright, 1:168.

Proprietors—Names, 41:34.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85, 98C.


Line established—Next Rochester, Laws 1792:42.


**Hardwick**, Vt. Grant to Danforth Keyes and associates, Aug. 19, 1781; alias No. 23.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 23 to Danford Keyes, J. W., 1:168.

Proprietors—Names, numbers of 3 Draughts, Crafts: 23.

Bounds, by I. A., S-G, 1:89A.


**Harris's Gore,** Vt. Grant to Edward Harris and associates of 6026 A., Oct. 30, 1801; part to **Groton,** and remainder to **Marshfield,** 1890.


Proprietors—Names, letter of Gov. Tichenor to J. W., S-G, 1801, 1:151; Proprs. Meeting, 1804, also of 1802, Bills, etc., attested by Clk. 1:147-150.

Bounds—J. W., and J. W., S-G, 1:207A and 1:90B.


**Hartford,** N. H. Grant to Prince Tracy and associates, July 4, 1761; parts to and from **Woodstock,** 1852.


(6)
Hartland, N. H. Grant as Hertford to Samuel Hunt and associates, July 10, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. to Oliver Willard and associates, July 23, 1766; name changed to Hartland, 1782; part annexed to Woodstock, 1852.

Survey—Waterquechee River, 1810, 1:229A.
Plans—Outlines by J. W., 2:57A; Outlines for correction of State Map, 2:10A (with letter from Thos. A. Denny to J. W., Feb. 24, 1810, in 1:229A-B); Outlines, 2:52; 41:112; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9S, J; 12:228; 18:38; 20:60.

Harwich, N. H. Grant to Jonathan Willard and associates, Aug. 28, 1761; name changed to Mt. Tabor, 1803.

Survey—East Line, affidavit of Phineas Munn, N. Y. Deputy Surveyor-General in 1769-1770, attested 1786, 1:173A-C.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Wh. Plans: 4A-B.
Vendues—4e, 1825, 17:292, 294; 12:208; 20:61; 18:38; 26:174A.

Hertford, N. H. Grant to Samuel Hunt and associates, July 10, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. to Oliver Willard and associates, July 23, 1766; name changed to Hartland, June 15, 1782.

Highgate, N. H. Grant to Samuel Hunt and associates, Aug. 17, 1763; part from Alburgh, 1792; part from Marvin's Gore, 1806; part to Swanton, 1836.

Proprietors—Names with distinguishing marks by I. A., 1:213, also in 18:158.
100 A. each, Rights of J. Nevens, Esq., No. 13, 1:239D1; No. 14, 1:239D5; No. 12, 1:239D6; Of Savage Trescott, No. 10, 1:239D2; No. 11, 1:239D4; No. 20, 1:239D3; 5:15-18.

Lines established—Next Sheldon, Swanton and Huntsburgh, Laws 1810: 160.


Plan—Lotting, J. W., 2:63.

Hinesburgh, N. H. Grant to David Ferriss and associates, June 24, 1762.


Proprietors—Names, 18:159.

Surveys—Ira Allen’s directions for survey of 25 lots (on east of west tier of lots) “to take in water the best” 1:188A; I. A., 600 A. on W. Town Line, 1:190A; 100 A. by Caleb Henderson, 6:11-12; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 4, 11, 24; 6:64.


Hinsdale, chartered successively by Massachusetts Bay, New Hampshire, the Indians, New York,—yet its only charter today is as part of the Town of Hinsdale, N. H., which originally embraced land of both sides of the Connecticut River; name changed to Vernon, Oct. 21, 1802; 41:66A.

Charters—As told by Ethan Allen, in G & C 1:508.

Hitchcock's Gore, Vt. Grant to David Hitchcock and seven associates, of 1000 A., June 19, 1783; by charter annexed to Putney.

Holland, Vt. Grant to Timothy Andrews and associates, Oct. 26, 1779; alias No. 4. (Elysiana in 41:15.)

Bounds—For No. 4, by J. W., 1:95A.
Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.


Plans—Outlines, 2:33B, 61A; Outlines, J. W., 2:84; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines by Abner Allyn, Roads, Streams, 2:47; Lotting, Proprs., Streams, 2 Draughts, Crafts: 7; 2:61A.


Hopkins Gore, composed of Hopkins Grant and Pearsall's Gore.

Hopkins Grant; alias Hopkinsville; alias Hopkintonia; Vt. Grant of 11264 A. to Doct. Roswell Hopkins, Oct. 27, 1790 (or 1787); Burke Tongue annexed and both incorporated into Kirby, 1807, 41:66A.

Bounds—J. W., 1:104D.


Hubbardton, N. H. Grant to Isaac Searle and associates, June 15, 1764; part to Sudbury, 1806.

Bounds—2:16.
Proprietors—Names, 18:160.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112.

Hungerford, N. H. Grant to Samuel Hungerford and associates, Aug. 18, 1763; name changed to Sheldon, Nov. 8, 1792.
Proprietors—Names, 18:152.
Bounds—(Gore between Hungerford and Huntsburgh) by J. W., S-G, 1:50.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines J. W., 2:59; 2:90A.

Hunt Grant, Vt. Grant to Jonathan and Arad Hunt of 600 A., Oct. 15, 1787; set to Whitingham.

Huntington, name changed from New Huntington, Oct. 27, 1795, 41:66A; part to Bolton, 1808.

Huntsburgh, Vt. Grant to Jonathan Hunt and five associates, March 19, 1789.
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Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:169; Gore, 596 A., J. W., 2:90B.
Avery’s Gore—owned by J. Fay, 1796, 1:133; 16:53-5; 17:49.

Hyde Park; alias Hydes Park, Vt. Grant to Jedediah Hyde and associates, Aug. 27, 1781; alias No. 45.
Charter—Vt. Grant to Jedediah Hyde and Wm. Denniston, No. 45, J. W., 1:168A.
Surveys—Lines, by Wm. Coit, 1786, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:66; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 6, 8, 12, 32.

Ira, Vt. Grant(?) to Lemuel Roberts and associates, June 1, 1781, though charter apparently never was issued; part to Middletown, 1784; part from Clarendon, 1854.
Plan—Outline, J. W., 2:57A; 41:112.
Irasburgh, Vt. Grant to Ira Allen and associates, Feb. 23, 1781; part from Lowell, 1852.


Isle La Motte, Vt. Grant to Benjamin Wait and associates, Oct. 27, 1779; name changed to Vineyard, 1802; changed back to Isle La Motte, 1830.

Charter—Resolution granting, 1779, 1:174F.


Jackson’s Gore, Vt. Grant of 9700 A., to Abraham Jackson and associates, Feb. 23, 1781; by charter annexed to Wallingford; incorporated into Mt. Holly, 1792.

Counts—41:66B.
Plan—Showing boundaries of this and adjoining lands, Wh. Plans: 4 A, B.

Jamaica, Vt. Grant to Samuel Fletcher and associates, Nov. 7, 1780.

Survey—West Line, affidavit, 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y. as to survey of 1769-70, 1:173A.


Jericho, N. H. Grant to Edward Burling and associates, June 7, 1763; part to Richmond, 1794.

Proprietors—Names, 41:51B; Names, with Ira Allen’s balistic marks, 1:209; Rights after vendues, 1793-1802, thoroughly tabulated, 23: Part 3 and Part 2 and Volume 34; Meeting, Jan. 31, 1781, ratifying former acts and divisions, attested by I. A., Prop. Clerk, 1:197A.

Bounds—Part set to Richmond, 1794, 41:66B.

Surveys—Lines, 1785, attested by J. W., S-G, 1794, 1:72; Of 13 Lots on River, by I. A., June, 1774, 103 A. each, 1:197B, C, D; River Lots by C. Henderson, 6:138; River Lots, by I. A., 1773, Nos. 1-9, 7:52, 53; Traverse

Deeds—Of 300 A., from I. A. to Azariah Rood, Jan. 17,1775, No. 6, 7, 23, 1:244; Deposition of Thos. Butter-field, Sept. 6, 1785, as to Capt. Remember Baker's "swoping" 150A. on Bay near Sharpshins Harbor and100 A. of meadow near Frederick Saxton's in Burling-ton, with Capt. Lemuel Bradley for 200 A. in Jericho,known by "the Bradley Bough" on Onion River,1:178.

Plans—Outlines, I. A., 2:106A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19,20, 29; Outlines, 1:242 C-D, F.


Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Lotting, Proprs.,Streams, 1 Draught, Crafts:29; Lotting, 1803, 41:96;Outlines, 1:242C-D; 2:59; 2:90A.
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Johnson's Gore, Vt. Grant to Moses Johnson and associates, of 5045 A., Feb. 23, 1782; incorporated into Acton, Nov. 6, 1800; annexed to Townshend, 1841.

Bounds—41:66C.

Kelly Grants—John Kelly had Grants from Vermont as follows:

1) Kellyvale, 31000 A., June 7, 1791.
   Surveys—East, 5:149.

2) Grant No. 2, east of Kellyvale, 6000 A., June 6, 1791; annexed to No. 1 (or Kellyvale), 1825; name of the two, united, changed to Lowell, 1831.

   Bounds—Courses, Distances for No. 1 and 2 together, 1:74B; for No. 2 (Compare Plan in 2:89), also 1:73, 74A, 93; 1:33A.


3) Belvidere, 30100 A., Nov. 4, 1791, called Belvidere; which see for further detail.
4) Grant No. 4, Belvidere Leg, 2000 A., June 8, 1791; annexed to Waterville, 1824.
   Survey—Lines, compiled, 10:6, 105.

5) Kelly’s Grant, 12000 A., Oct. 30, 1792; alias South Troy; incorporated with Avery’s Grant into Missiskouie, 1801; name changed to Troy, 1803.
   Charter—Kelly’s Grant incorporated as Missiskouie, 41:66C; 41:105.
   Survey—1789, attested by J. W., S-G, 1792, 41:14; 5:130; South, 5:149; West, 5:140.
   Plan—2:90A; Plan 29.
   Area—12000 A., 41:105; 41:67.

Killington, N. H. Grant to Samuel Yeates and associates, July 7,1761; name changed to Sherburne, Nov. 4, 1800, 41:66A.
   Survey—(With Plan of Parker’s Gore between Killington and Bridgewater) attested by Marston Cabot, D-S-G, 1:53, 112.
   Vendues—12:258; 18:43, 90; 20:70, 47, 209; 14:2; 17:144; 17:324, 326; 24:45-6, 112; Turnpike, 20:374.

Kingston, Vt. Grant to Reuben King and associates, Aug. 2, 1781; part from Avery’s Gore, 1833; name changed to Granville, 1834; alias No. 6.
   Charter—Vt. Grant No. 6 to Sheldon Graham and Reuben King, J. W., 1:168.
   Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:84, 85A; (Avery’s Gore) 1:48B.
   Surveys—Lines by J. W., 1784, 1787, attested, 1795, by J. W., S-G, 1:75; Lines, to be completed, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, Aug., 1784, 1:112; Lines, compiled, 10:61, 62; North, 4:89, 127; East, 4:90; South, 4:90; West, 4:92.

Kirby, incorporated, 1807, from Hopkinsville and Burke Tongue, 41:66A.

Charter—Incorporated, 1807, 41:66A.

Area—1:155A.


Vendues—17:89; 26:130; 2½c, 1818, 17:273; 2c, 1822, 17:273, 275; 4c, 1826, 17:275, 354, 356; 24:25, 89.


Charter—Attested by Secy. of Vt., 1825, recorded, 1:275A-C; Annexed to Bakersfield, 1798, 41:66C.

Area—41:67.

Vendues—1c, 1798, 14:2; 12:262; 18:191-2, 218; 20:139; 17:90.

Knoultón's Gore, Vt. Grant, 10000A., to Luke Knoultón, Jan. 25, 1791; chartered as Bakersfield, but known by both names interchangeably until Oct. 25, 1792, when parts of Fairfield and Smithfield were annexed and the tract so formed incorporated into one entire town, to be called Bakersfield.

Charter—"Gore marked Knoultón in the Plan or Map of this state," 1789, S. P., 30:114.

Bounds—by J. W., 1:92B.

Area—41:61, 67.


Vendues—1c, 1798, 14:37; 18:291; Advertisement, 12:283; 16:85.
Landgrove, Vt. Grant to William Utley and associates, Nov. 9, 1780.

Area—41:64.
Survey—Affidavit, made 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G of State of N. Y., as to his survey of West Line in 1769-70, 1:173A-C.
Plan—Utley's Grant and Bounds, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.
Line established—Next Peru, Laws 1835:29.

Leicester, N. H. Grant to Aaron Brown and associates, Oct. 20, 1761.


Lemington, N. H. Grant to Samuel Averill and associates, June 29, 1762; part to Canaan, 1837.

Proprietors—Names, 18:171, 254; 41:79.
Bounds—By Geo. King, Secy., and I. A., S-G, 1:89B.


**Lewis, N. H.** Grant to Eleazer Hinman and associates, June 29, 1762.

Proprietors—Names, 41:49D; 41:79; 18:173.


**Lincoln, Vt.** Grant to Col. Benjamin Simonds and associates, Nov. 9, 1780; parts to Warren and from Bristol, 1824; part from Avery's Gore, 1847; part from Ripton, 1869.


Littleton, Vt. Grant to Benjamin Whipple and associates, Nov. 8, 1780; name changed to Waterford, March 9, 1797; alias No. 26, 41:66A.


Surveys—South Line, 1784, by J. W., 5:196; Courses and Distances from corners of Barnet and Lyndon, J. W., 4:155; 1:126A; 4:203; 5:119; 5:121; South, 5:196.


Londonderry, Vt. Grant to Edward Akin and associates, April 20, 1781; part from Aikin’s Gore, 1782; part to Windham, 1795; part from Windham, 1797.

Bounds—Part, with Mack’s Leg, set to Windham, 1795, 41:66B; Part set from Windham, 1797, 41:66C; 21:16.

Survey—West Line, affidavit, made 1786, by Phineas Munn, D-S-G, for State of N. Y., as to survey of West Line, 1769-1770, 1:137A-C.

Vendues—12:274; 6c, 1820, 17:277; 20:74; 18:45; 24:26, 90.

Lowell, name changed from Kellyvale, 1831; alias Kelly Grants No. 1 and No. 2; part to Irasburgh, 1852; part to Montgomery, 1858.

Bounds—1:74A.

Surveys—East Line, by Aaron Shepard, 1788, 1:54, A, B; Lines, compiled, 10:31, 34, 102.

Vendues—12:264; 1c, 1798, 14:2; 3c, 1832, 17:183; 18:174, 189, 190, 216, 291; 24:25, 89, 131; Advertisement, 1833, 17:183; 3c, 1816, 17:273; 2c, 1822, 17:275; 2c, 1820, 17:273; 2c, 1822, 17:275; 2c, 1823, 4c, 1825, 17:275; 18:43; 20:69, 158, 194, 278.

Ludlow, N. H. Grant to Jacob Lee and associates, Sept. 16, 1761; part to Mt. Holly, 1792.

Bounds—Part to Mt. Holly, 1792, 41:66B.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.

Lunenburgh, N. H. Grant to David Page and associates, July 5, 1763.

Proprietors—Names, 18:142.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:87B.
Plans—2:14; 2:76; Plans: 19, 29.
Lines established—Next Guildhall, establishing the Hub- bastus Neal survey of 1763 for N. H., Laws: 1781.
Vendues—12:278; 3c, 1818, 17:277; 3c, 1825, 17:279; 20:75, 144, 210, 333; 18:45, 78; 24:26-8, 90-2; Advertisement, 12:283; 1:222; 17:96; 26:126, 171; 17:360.

Lutterloh, Vt. Grant to Col. Antipas Gilman and associates, June 26, 1782; name changed to Albany, 1815.

Proprietors—Names, 41:39.
Bounds—By J. W., 1:89D.


Lyndon, Vt. Grant to Jonathan Arnold and associates, Nov. 20, 1780.


Maidstone, N. H. Grant to Agur Judson and associates, Oct. 12, 1761; Line next Lunenburgh, set 1781, repealed 1785.
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Manchester, N. H. Grant to Ephraim Cowen and associates, Aug. 11, 1761.


Mansfield, N. H. Grant to Jeremiah Fravise and associates, June 8, 1763; part to Underhill, 1839; remainder to Stowe, 1848.


Proprietors—Names, 18:144.


Survey—Vendue Pitch, 300A., Rt. of J. Sherwood, Jr., by Wm. Coit for I. Allen, 1789, 1:199; Lines, compiled, 10:5, 6, 16.

Plans—Outlines, by Ira Allen, 2:106A, 108B; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, 1:242C-D.

**Marlboro, N. H. Grant, (Marleborough) to Timothy Dwight and associates, Apr. 29, 1751; charter renewed Sept. 21, 1761, and regranted as New Marlborough, April 17, 1764.**

Bounds—Copy attested by N. H. D-Sey., 1751, 19:44.
Vendues—12:310; 20:78; 18:47.

**Marshfield, Vt. Grant to Stockbridge Indians, June 22, 1790; part from Harris's Gore, 1890.**


**Marvin's Gore, Vt. Grant, 787 A., to Ebenezer Marvin, Oct. 27, 1801; annexed to Highgate, 1806.**

Bounds—Altered by annexation to Highgate, 1806, 41:66D; 2:16.
Survey—Ordered to be run before next session by S-G, A. J., 1798:287.
Medway, Vt. Grant, 8890 A., to Joseph Bouker and associates, Feb. 23, 1781; Parker's Gore annexed and name changed to Parkerstown, Nov. 7, 1804; name changed to Mendon, 1827.
Bounds—Parker's Gore annexed and incorporated as Parkerston, 1804, 41:66D.
Vendues—12:292; 20:79; 18:47.

Memphremagog, Lake (alias Memrahabegek).
Area—41:62.

Mendon, 1827; alias Parkerstown, 1804-27; alias Medway, 1781-1804.
Vendue—4e, 1827, 17:294.

Middlebury, N. H. Grant to John Evarts and associates, Nov. 2, 1761; part from Cornwall, 1796; part to Ripton, 1814.
Proprietors—Names and Draughts, Judd 1813, Vol. 38; also, 41:50B.
Bounds—Changed by annexing part of Cornwall, 41:66B; 2:16.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:14, 15; 1:242A-B.
Plans—Outlines of east side, 1:262; Outlines, J. W., S-G, 2:34; Plans: 19, 29; Roads and Streams, 2:124; Outlines, 41:112.
Middle Hero (1798-1810); name changed to Grand Isle, 1810; part of South Hero, 1788-1798; part of Two Heroes, 1779-1788. Bounds—41:66C.

Middlesex, N. H. Grant to Jacob Rezeau and associates, June 8, 1763; part to Waterbury, 1850.

Bounds—Winooski River, Laws 1906.
Proprietors—Names and 1 Draught, 2:108A; 41:51A; 8:65.


Middletown, incorporated Oct. 28, 1784, out of parts of Ira, Poultney, Tinmouth and Wells, name changed to Middletown Springs, 1884.

Areas—41:63B; 20:8.

Vendues—12:288; 20:80; Turnpike, 20:376.

Middletown Springs, 1884; formerly Middletown.

Milton, N. H. Grant to Samuel Rogers and associates, June 8, 1763; part from Colchester, 1868.

Proprietors—Names, 18:145.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85C.
Area—41:65.


Minden, Vt. Grant to Ebenezer Crafts and associates, Aug. 23, 1781; name changed to Craftsbury, 1790; 41:66A.

Charter—Original, 1:272.
Proprietors—Names, 1:273A.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:1, 8, 12, 82.


Minehead, N. H. Grant to Noah Waddams and associates, June 29, 1762; name changed to Bloomfield, 1830.

Proprietors—Names, 18:173; 41:52; 41:79; 13:236.


Missiskouie (Missisquoi) incorporated from Kelly’s Grant and Avery’s Grant, Oct. 28, 1801; name changed to Troy, 1803; 41:66A.

Charter—Incorporated from Kelly’s and Avery’s Grants, 1801, 41:66C.


Missisquoi River (alias Missisque, Missiskouie).

Allowances for "drownded" lands on River, Marsh and Lake, letters of I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1786, 1:115, 116A.

Monkton, N. H. Grant to Abraham Dow and associates, June 24, 1762; part annexed to Starksboro, March 4, 1797, and in 1908.
Proprietors—Names, 18:146.
Bounds—Changed by part annexed to Starksboro, 1797, 41:66B.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:20-22.

Monroe, name changed from Woodbury, 1838; name changed back to Woodbury, 1843.

Montgomery, Vt. Grant to Stephen R. Bradley and associates, Oct. 8, 1789; parts from Avery’s Gore and Lowell, 1858.
Charter—Resolution, authorizing grant, 1780, 1:162.
Proprietors—Names, 41:43.
Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:91.
Montpelier, Vt. Grant to Timothy Bigelow and associates, Aug. 14, 1781; rechartered Feb. 9, 1804; made seat of Government, 1805; divided into Montpelier and East Montpelier, 1848; City of Montpelier, 1894; alias No. 18.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 18 to Col. Bigelow, J. W., 1:168.


Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:3, 17.


Montpelier City, organized from Montpelier Town, 1894.

Mooretown, N. Y. Grant, 25000 A., to William Smith, May 3, 1770; name changed to Bradford, 1788; 41:66A.

Moretown, N. H. Grant to John Forster and associates, June 7, 1763.

Proprietors—Draughts, Wh. Papers: 12; Names, 41:51C.

Bounds—Winooski River on North, Laws 1906.

Surveys—Back Line, J. W., 1:164C; Lines to be run, 1786, 1:117; Lots, 1785, above Falls on Onion River, 4:55-6; 1785, by Caleb Henderson, Lots No. 1-8, 6:151-4; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 5, 8, 17.


**Morgan,** name changed from Caldersburgh, Oct. 19, 1801; part to **Wenlock,** 1801, and **Whitelaw Gore** and **Brownington Gore** annexed, 1801.

Bounds—(for the part formerly in No. 3 and No. 5), 1:95A; 2:16.

Surveys—North Line, J. W., 1785, 3:119; Lines, compiled, 10:92, 94, 111; East Line, 3:118.

Line established—Next Wenlock, Laws 1804:12.


Vendues—12:94; Illegal Sale, 12:133; 4e, 1834, 17:189; 4e, 1816, 17:261, 285; 3e, 1818, 17:287; 3e, 1822, 17:290, 292; 4e, 1827, 17:294; 20:140, 154, 310, 362; 24:5, 70, 93, 94, 95, 29, 31, 32; 26:130-1; Advertisement, 1833, 17:189.

**Morristown,** Vt. Grant to Dr. Moses Morse and associates, Aug. 24, 1781; part from **Sterling,** 1855; alias No. 44.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 44 to Moses Morse, J. W., 1:168A.

Proprietors—Draughts, 41:83.


Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:1, 6-8, 32.


Mount Holly, incorporated from Jackson’s Gore and parts of Ludlow and Wallingford, 1792 (Stevens Patent from N. Y.).
Bounds—Changed by annexing Jackson’s Gore and part of Ludlow, 1792, 41:66B.
Area—41:65.
Surveys—Affidavit in 1786 of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for State of N. Y. as to survey of North Line, 1769, 1770, 1:173A-C.
Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A.
Vendues—12:290; 5c, 1827, 17:294; 20:84; 18:50; 24:30, 31, 93.

Mount Tabor, name changed from Harwich, 1803; part from Peru, 1805; part to Dorset, 1825.
Bounds—changed by annexation of part of Peru, 1805, 41:66D; 2:16.

Navy, Vt. Grant to Abraham Whipple, Esq. and associates, Nov. 10, 1780; alias No. 32; name changed to Charleston, Nov. 16, 1825.
Chartered from Vt. Grant No. 32, J. W., 1:168A.
Proprietors—Names, 41:36; Original, and as in 1794, by Thos. Smart, 1:171A-D; Minutes of Meeting directing Allotment, 1827, 1:19; Names and Draughts, in 1794, J. W., Wh. Papers: 10, 13.
Bounds—1:91C.
Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.
Surveys—(All by J. W.) Lines, North 3:123, 129; South 3:132; 4:141; East 3:130; West 3:134; From S. W. Cor. to Westmore N. W. Cor. 3:136; Lines, compiled, 10:93, 95-7; Field Book of Allotment by J. W., 5:60-66; 4:207.
Plans—Allotment (Abner Allyn’s, with Streams, Roads, Settlers, 2:46; (J. Whitelaw) Wh. Plans: 17; Also, 2:161; (Samuel C. Crafts, Streams, Roads, Draughts) Crafts: 8; Outlines (S-G) Plans: 19, 20, 29; (J. W.) 2:84; (Abner Allyn) 2:47.


Neshobe, N. H. Grant to Josiah Powers and associates, Oct. 20, 1761; name changed to Brandon, Oct. 20, 1784.
Vendues—26:25.

Newark, Vt. Grant to Col. Wm. Wall and associates, Aug. 15, 1781; alias No. 30.
Surveys—Lines, by J. W., North 4:141; South, 4:133; East 4:138; West 4:137; Newark-Westmore Cor. on South 4:134; Lines, compiled, 10:69-72; Road to be cut (for surveys) 1787, 1:126A, B.
Newbury, N. H. Grant to Jacob Bailey and associates, May 18, 1763; confirmed by N. Y., Mar. 19, 1772.


Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:45-6, 66; 2:65A-B; 5:158; 5:162; 4:119; 4:196; 9:4-6; 5:110, 111, 115, 117; 5:184-5, 188-9; 1788 deposition, J. W., as to old and new lines, 1:34C; 1783, J. W., to set corners, 1:105D.

Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88; 1802:48.


Area—41:65; Newbury, Topsham Gore, 5:184.


Newfane, N. H. Grant to Benj. Flagg and associates, Nov. 3, 1761 (regranting Fane, 1753,); confirmed by N. Y., May 11, 1772; part to Brookline, 1820.

Bounds—For Fane, attested by D-Secy. of N. H., 19:44; of Newfane by same, 19:43.

Vendues—12:324; 18:51; 20:86, 335.

New Flamstead, N. H. Grant to Daniel Haywood and associates, Nov. 3, 1761 (regranting Flamstead, 1754); confirmed by N. Y. as Chester, July 14, 1766.


Addison, Andover, Bennington, Berlin, Bolton, Bridport, Charlotte, Clarendon, Cornwall, Danby, Dorset, Duxbury, Fairfax, Fairfield, Fairlee, Ferrisburgh, Georgia, Halifax, Hinesburgh, Hubbardton, Hungerford, Killington, Leicester, Ludlow, Maidstone, Manchester, Mansfield, Marlboro, Middlesex, Milton,

Bounds for the following are attested by N. H. Secy., —

Averill, Brunswick, Guildhall, Halifax, Lemington, Lewis, Maidstone, Marlboro, Minehead, Newfane.

New Haven, N. H. Grant to John Evarts and associates, Nov. 2, 1761; part to Vergennes, 1788; New Haven Gore annexed, 1790; part to Weybridge, 1791; part to Vergennes, 1791 and this to Waltham, 1796.

Charter—Registered by I. A., S-G, Aug. 18, 1785, 19:223; Gore annexed and parts set to Vergennes and to Waltham, 26:105; Gore annexed, 1790, 41:66B; part to Weybridge, 1791, and part to Vergennes, 41:66B.

Proprietors—Names, 41:50C.

Area—41:63B.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:13, 14; (Gore) 10:23-4; 1:242A-B.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:34, 124; S-G, Plans: 19, 29 and compare 20; Gore, allotment, by Ethan Allen, 1:26B; Outlines, 41:112.

Vendues—12:322-3; (down to 1802) 13:356-435; 20:87, 214; 18:51, 91; Vol. 26: (very full abstracts) 23-6, 43-50, 57-60, 65-8, 77-116; (Vendue of 1797, 1c), 250-7, 281-4, 206, 248, 262 (1762-1786); 1:208A.

Minutes of deeds by Ethan Allen to Justice Sherwood, Rt. of Jno. Hart; and by Ezekiel Snow to Justice Sherwood on Rights of Bingham, Jesse Sawyer, and J. Sherwood, 1:26B.

New Haven Gore, annexed to New Haven, Oct. 21, 1790.

New Huntington, N. H. Grant to Edward Burling and associates, June 7, 1763; part (with parts of Jericho and Williston) to form Richmond, 1794; parts of Avery's and Buel's Gores annexed, 1794; part to Bolton, 1794; name changed to Huntington, Oct. 25, 1795; 41:66A.

Charter—Bounds varied, parts to Bolton and Richmond and parts from Williston, Avery's Gore and Buel's Gore, 41:66B.

Proprietors—Names, 18:161.

Surveys—Back Line, J. W., 1:164C; N. E. Cor. of Starksboro in S. Line, 1:165B; West Line, by I. A., 3:2, 4; 8:47, 56; Lots by Caleb Henderson, 6:99, 100, 131, 162-6, 169-170; West Line by I. Allen, 1773, 6:147-9; 7:54-6 and Lots in 8:60-1; Lines, compiled, 10:4, 18; Vol. 40.


New Marlboro, N. H. Grant to Timothy Dwight, Esq. and associates, (regranting Marlborough, 1751, which had been regranted or renewed as Marlborough, the same year as granted) now Marlboro.

Newport, name changed from Duncansborough, 1816; Coventry Leg and part of Salem annexed, 1816; Coventry Gore annexed, 1894.


Line established—Next Derby, Laws 1868:310.

Plan—Lots, Streams, by Crafts: 23.

Vendues—4c, 1817, 17:296; 3c, 1823, 17:298; 4c, 1826, 17:300; 4c, 1832, 17:183, 185; Advertisement, 1833, 17:183, 185; 24:73.
New York Grants:
Volume 42, S-G, contains numerous transcripts, in a foreign hand, of N. Y. Patents, which raises the suspicion that it may be the identical Field Book captured by Ira Allen from the N. Y. Deputy Surveyor whom he chased home.

Norfolk, Vt. Grant to Bezaleel Woodward and eleven associates, Feb. 27, 1782; annexed to Canaan, 1801.
Area—3340 A., J. W., 1:169A; of Norfolk and Canaan, 18700A., J. W., 1:155B, 166B.
Survey—3:196.
Plans—Lots, 41:95; Lots 1-12, Streams, Buildings, by Jeremiah Eames, Plans: 18.

Northfield, Vt. Grant to Joel Matthews and associates, Aug. 10, 1781; part from Waitsfield, 1822.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:84, 85B.
Surveys—Lines to be completed, 1785, 1:113B (I. A. S-G to J. W., D-S-G); Lines, by J. W., North 4:125, South

Plans—Outlines, Roads, Streams, 1794, by Marston Cabot, 2:52; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29 (Comparing 19 and 20); Outlines, 41:112.


**North Hero**, 1788, set off from **Two Heroes** (1779-1788).


Plan—Two Heroes, 2:54B.

Vendues—12:218; 20:89; 18:52, 87; Advertisement, 12:217.

**North Troy** (colloquial name for) **Avery's Grant**, 1792; alias **Missiskouie**, 1801; alias, the northerly end of **Troy**, 1803.


Bounds—No. 6, J. W., 1:95A.

Area—23040 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.


**Norwich**, N. H. Grant to Eleazer and Ebenezer Wales (as **Norwich** and associates, July 4, 1761.


Surveys—Lines by S. Moore, 1783, North 1:100B3; South 1:100B1; West 1:100B2; Lines, compiled, 10:34-5; 9:2; S. E. Cor., 1783, by J. W., 1:105D; 2:65A-B.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:32; Outlines, S-G, Plans:29; Outlines, Streams, Roads, 1810, by Aaron Loveland, 2:42; Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Road from Montpelier to Dartmouth College by Gen. Davis, 1810, 2:43; Outlines, 41:112.

Numbered Tracts—
Near Lake Memphremagog—No. 1-6, Bounds for, 1:95, 95A. See inserted Plan, 3:118. In central Vermont—See under "Charters".

Bounds—No. 1-6, 1:95, 95A.
Area—41:65.
Surveys—No. 2 West Line, 3:115; Southwest Cor. 4:112; No. 2, 3, 5, South Lines surveyed, 3:115; No. 3 East Line 3:118; No. 2 and 3, Line surveyed, 3:119, 120, 121.

Onion River; alias Winooski River.
Surveys—Traverses, 1783, 2:113B; Nov., 1785, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, to take from N. E. of Berlin to Middlesex Cor. 1:113A; Feb., 1786, Same to same to take N. E. to N. W. of Burlington; Apr., 1786, Same to same, to take measures to complete survey of River 1:117; Opposite Williston and Burlington by I. A., 3:3, 1, 25, 12, 14, 24; Opposite Burlington and Colchester, 3:3, 5, 11, 26; also, by I. A., 1773, 7:57-67, 78-80; River and adjacent Lots, up to Bolton, by Chittenden Is., Safford Interval, Pratt’s Bow, Pratt-Buckingham lands, 8:30-7, 39-52; from S. E. of Jericho westerly by I. A. 6:139-140; 1:119, 4:196; 5:158; 8:76, 77; Towns on River, 1:104A, 191A, 2:106A, 108B; Towns completed but to be resurveyed, 1784, 1:112; Lines to be run, 1786, 1:117-9; River lots, Bolton, Middlesex, Waterbury, Vol. 37; Lines, compiled, 10:18; 3: 19, 29; 5:1, 5, 124; 6:37-8, 56, 59, 147, 153, 168; 7:28-33, 45-9, 51-4, 74; 8:21-8, 53-6, 68, 70, 81, 83-7.

Plans—River, to be completed, 1786, 1:117; River, Plans: 20.

Onion River Company.
Schedule of Lands held by Ira Allen and associates, 1775 (after sale of 16793 A.) 60,829 A., in Burlington, Charlotte, Colchester,

Orange, Vt. Grant to Amos Robinson, Esq. and associates, Aug. 11, 1781; alias No. 15.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85B.
Surveys—1787, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, Lines to be re-surveyed to conform to charter, 1:119, 120 and to be completed, 1788, 1:123 (and see accts. for surveys in 1788 by J. W., 9:22); Lines, North 4:74, South 1:163A. and 4:73, East 4:72, West 4:73; Lines, compiled, 10:51-2, 80-1; Deposition of J. W., S-G, as to the several, varying, town-lines run by him, 1783-8, 1:34C (with Plan 2:5-6); 1:113B; 1:209B.

Lines established—Next Barre, Laws 1799:17; 1801:88; 1802:48.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:5, 6, 30, 157 (showing the several sets of lines run in 1784, 1786, 1788, 1798); Outlines, S-G, Plans:19, 20, 29; Lots, Roads, Streams, Proprs., Wh. Plans:19A.; Road to Dartmouth College, 1810, 2:43; 2:30.


Orleans, name changed from Coventry, 1841; changed back to Coventry, 1843.

Orwell, N. H. Grant to Benjamin Underhill and associates, Aug. 18, 1763.
Proprietors—Names, 18:147.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:19.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 29; Outlines, 41:112; 1:242B.

**Panton**, N. H. Grant to James Nichols and associates, Nov. 3, 1761; 8000A. ceded by **Addison**, Oct. 24, 1785; part to **Vergennes**, 1788; part to **Weybridge**, 1806.
Proprietors—Names, 18:148.
Area—41:63B.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:10, 13.

**Parker's Gore**, Vt. Grant of 3000A. to Jonathan Parker and associates, Nov. 4, 1796; annexed to **Medway**, and with that incorporated into **Parkerstown**, Nov. 7, 1804; annexed to **Sherburne**, 1822; part to **Stockbridge**, 1884.
Bounds—41:16B; Varied by annexing part to Medway (to be incorporated as Parkerstown, 1804), 41:66D.

**Parkerstown**, incorporated from **Parker’s Gore** and **Medway**, Nov. 7, 1804; **Parker’s Gore** annexed to **Sherburne**, 1822; name changed to **Mendon**, 1827.
Charter—41:66D.

Pawlet, N. H. Grant to Jonathan Willard and associates, Aug. 26, 1761.

Survey—West Line, by States of Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:156L-O.


Line established—Next Rupert, Laws 1809:93.

Vendues—12:346; 20:92; 18:54; Turnpike, 20:376; 17:123.

Peacham, N. H. Grant to David Smith and associates, Dec. 31, 1763; part of Deweysburgh annexed, 1810.


Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98B.


Pearsall’s Gore, 3936 Acres, Vt. Grant to Thomas Pearsall, Jan. 27, 1791, for the benefit of Samuel Avery; to Bradleyvale, 1803; that to Concord and Victory, 1856; alias Avery’s Gore by Hopkintown.

Charter—Name changed to Bradleyvale, 1803, 41:66C.

Area—(Gore adjoining Hopkintown) 3936A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.

Vendues—20:137.

Peru, N. H. Grant as Brumley, Oct. 13, 1761, to William Sumner and associates; name changed to Peru, Feb. 3, 1804, 41:66A; part to Mt. Tabor, 1805.
 Bounds—Varied by annexing part to Mt. Tabor, 1805, 41:66D; 2:16.
 Line established—Next Landgrove, Laws 1835:29.
 Vendues—3c, 1815-6, 17:304; Proprs., 1822, 17:306; 24:37, 102-3; Turnpike, 20:377; 17:125; 26:130.

Philadelphia, Vt. Grant to Samuel Beach and associates, March 16, 1780; north part to Goshen, 1814; remainder annexed to Chittenden, 1816.
 Bounds—1:96.
 Surveys—Lines by J. W., North 4:129; East 4:129; "In running lines of some of the west towns, one line will intersect Chittenden or Philadelphia; them lines, being dependent on the old grants, that are from the South, must be considered to be right, and the others run accordingly," I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, April, 1786, 1:117A.
 Plans—Outlines, 2:9C and 57A; Outlines, 41:112; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.

Phillips' Grant, (Lt. Andrew F.) from N. H., 2000 A., Aug. 20, 1764; now part of Readsboro.

Pittsfield, Vt. Grant to Samuel Willcox and associates, July 29, 1781; part to Rochester, 1806; part from Stockbridge, 1813; parts from Stockbridge and Sherburne, 1822, and that part from Sherburne returned in 1827; part from Rochester, 1824.
 Charter—Vt. Grant No. 1 to Dr. Kinney and Dr. Wright, J. W., 1:168.
 Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85; Varied by annexing part to Rochester, 1806, 41:66D.
Line established—Next Stockbridge, Laws 1851:68.
Plans—Outlines, 2:9C; also, Wh. Plans:4A, B; Outlines, 41:112; 2:57A.

**Pittsford**, N. H. Grant to Ephraim Doolittle and associates, Oct. 12, 1761; part to **Proctor**, 1886.
Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112; 2:9C; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.

**Plainfield**, incorporated from **St. Andrew’s Gore**, Nov. 10, 1797; **Harris’s Gore** annexed, 1855; **Goshen Gore** No. 2 annexed, 1874.
Charter—Copy attested by N. H. Secy., 1808, 1:271A-C.
Bounds—By J. W., 1788, 1:94.
Surveys—Lines by J. W., 1796, 1:105A-B; Lines, compiled, 10:3, 52, 80-1.

**Plainfield in New Hampshire**, attested copy of charter in 1:271A-C.

**Plymouth**, name changed in 1797 from **Saltash**, 41:66A; part annexed to **Shrewsbury**, 1823.
Vendues—12:362; 24:37, 102; 4e, 1823, 17:308; 17:308; 17:127; 26:131, 171.
Pocock, N. H. Grant to Samuel Averill and associates, June 26, 1762; name changed to Bristol, Oct. 21, 1789, 41:66A; part to Lincoln, 1824.

Proprietors—Names, 18:173; 41:50D.
Bounds—From N. H. Secy., attested by John Knickerbacor, D-Secy. 1:8C.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:22, 23; Pocock Leg, 10:23.

Pomfret, N. H. Grant to Isaac Dana and associates, July 8, 1761; part annexed to Sharon, 1807.

Bounds—Varied by part set to Sharon, 1807, 41:66D; 2:16.
Line established—Next Woodstock, Laws 1880:231.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112.

Poultney, N. H. Grant to Samuel Brown and associates, Sept. 21, 1761; part to Middletown, 1784; part from Wells, 1798.

Bounds—Varied by annexing part of Wells, 41:66C; 2:16.
Area—41:63B.
Proprietors—Names and First Draught, 1:192A.
Surveys—100A. to Elijah Owen by John Grant, 1772, 1:186A; Lot No. 54, 3d Div. to Zimri Allen by John Grant, 1774, 1:186B; 1:186AA and BB and 1:187A; 60 A. Lot drawn by Ruluff Dutcher, surveyed by J. Grant, 1:187A; 150 A. to Ethan Allen on South of town, 1773, 1:192B; West Line, by States of Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:156Q-R; Lots, by Ira Allen, 1772, 7:24-27; Lots by I. A., 1773, 7:34, 39-44.
**Pownal, N. H.** Grant to Seth Hudson and associates, Jan. 8, 1760.


Bounds—Com. of 5 to ascertain, 1779, G & C, 2:18.

Surveys—45A., 3d Div. to right of Jno. Searles west of Hoosic River, by Elisha Barber, 1785, 1:257B; Line on West by States of Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:156S-R; South Line, affidavit of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y., 1769, 1:173A.


Plan—West Line, Plans: 10.


**Proctor,** incorporated from parts of **Rutland** and **Pittsford,** 1886.

**Propagation Society;** Rights enforced; list of towns, Vol. 19, front cover.

**Providence, Vt.** Grant to Col. William Barton and Company of 65, Oct. 23, 1781; chartered, however, to Col. Barton and 28 associates as **Barton,** Oct. 20, 1789.

**Putney, N. H.** Grant to Josiah Willard and associates, Dec. 26, 1753; renewed June 12, 1760, and July 6, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, Nov. 14, 1766; **Hitchcock's Gore** annexed, 1783; part to **Brookline,** 1794; and another part again in 1804; parts from **Dummerston** in 1846 and in 1892.

Bounds—Varied by part set from west side to Brookline, 41:66B; 2:16.


Quebec, outline plan of Townships northeast of Lake Memphremagog, J. W., 2:74; also, Townships North of Lake Champlain, J. W., Wh. Plans:12.

Randolph, Vt. Grant to Capt. Aaron Storrs and associates, June 29, 1781; alias No. 4; (almost identical with N. Y. Grant of Middlesex.)

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 4 to Capt. Aaron Stores, J. W., 1:168.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98C.
Vendues—12:382; 20:96, 217; 18:56, 84; 17:130.


Charter—Vt. Grant No. 31 to Capt. Marvin, J. W., 1:168A.
Proprietors—Names, 41:34 and Names and Draughts, Wh. Papers:15A, B, 18B.
Bounds—By Joseph Fay, Secy., 1:92.
Vendues—12:388; Proprs., 1820, 17:312; 2c, 1820, 17:312; Proprs., 1824, 17:312, 314; 3c, 1827, 17:316; 4c, 1832, 17:183, 185; 20:97, 190, 325; 24:40, 42, 106-7; 18:56; 41:124B, C; Advertisement, 12:283; 17:129; 26:119.
**Reading**, N. H. Grant to Zedekiah Stone and associates, July 6, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, May 20, 1772.

Proprietors—Names, 18:149.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines and Gore next Windsor, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.


**Readsboro**, in part from Rogers' Grant (3000A., 1764); another part from Phillips' Grant (2000A., 1764); N. Y. Grant as Readsborough to John Reade, April 24, 1770.

Charter—(Rogers' Grant only) Registered by I. A., S-G, Aug. 15, 1780, 19:60; Plans: 13.

Survey—Phineas Munn, 1769, 1:173A.


**Representation in Assembly,**

Grand List of $3300 for Towns; See also, H. J. 1800:98 and 1803:154 (Lemington). See 41:60.


Charter—Copy of Resolution authorizing grant, 1780, 1:162.

Proprietors—Names, 41:38.

Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:91, B.


Lines established—Next Berkshire and Jay, Laws 1802:158; 1803:60.

Plans—Outlines, by J. W., 2:59 (showing alternative lines on east and west) 2:90A; Outlines, S-G, Plans, 19, 20, 29 (as chartered and varied); Outlines, 1:242C-D.
INDEX TO THE PAPERS OF THE


**Richmond**, incorporated from parts of Jericho, New Huntington and Williston, Oct. 27, 1794; part from Bolton, 1804.

Bounds—Varied, 1804, by annexation of part of Bolton, 41:66C; organized from Williston, New Huntington and Jericho, 1794, 41:66B.

Vendues—20:99; Advertisement, 12:470.

**Ripton**, Vt. Grant to Abel Thompson and associates, April 13, 1781; part from Middlebury, 1814; part from Goshen, 1820; part from Salisbury, 1832; part to Lincoln, 1869.

Bounds—By J. W., 1:96.

Surveys—Kingston West Line, J. W., 4:92; Lines, compiled, 10:15; “Ripton survey was never returned to me,” J. W., 1:55.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:34; Outlines, 2:124 and 41:112; S-G, Plans: 19, 29; Part of Lots, 1:34.


**Rochester**, Vt. Grant to Asa Whitecomb and associates, July 30, 1781; chartered Aug. 30, 1781; parts from Pittsfield, 1806 and 1824; part from Braintree, 1824; part from Hancock, 1834; part to Goshen, 1847; alias No. 3.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 3 to Asa Whitcomb, J. W., 1:168; part annexed from Pittsfield 1806, 41:66D.


Lines established—Next Hancock, Laws 1792:42; next Bethel, Laws 1821:213.


**Rockingham**, N. H. Grant to Samuel Johnson and associates, Dec. 28, 1752.

Bounds—Gores south of Tomlinson and west of Rockingham, 1:93.


Vendues—12:374; 20:100; 18:58; Turnpike, 20:376.

**Rogers’ Grant**, (Capt. Robert,) 3000 A., now in **Readsboro**, chartered July 4, 1764 by N. H.


**Roxbury**, Vt. Grant to Benjamin Emmons and associates, Aug. 6, 1781; alias No. 10.


Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85A.


Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Letter from Abiel Lyman to J. W., 1794, with notes as to Streams and Mills, 2:10B; Outlines, 41:112.

Royalton, Vt. Grant to Comfort Seaver and associates, Dec. 20, 1781.

Charter—Resolution granting, 1779, 1:174G.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98A.

Rupert, N. H. Grant to Capt. Samuel Robinson and associates, Aug. 20, 1761.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; West Line, Plans: 10; Josiah Wilson's Farm, mortgaged to State of Conn., 2:9B.

Rutland, City, incorporated from part of Town of Rutland, 1892.

Rutland, N. H. Grant to John Murrey and associates, Sept. 7, 1761; part to Proctor, 1886; part to West Rutland, 1886; part to City of Rutland, 1892.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.
Ryegate, N. H. Grant to Richard Jenness and associates, Sept. 8, 1763; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, June 20, 1775.

Charter—Copy attested by Secy. for N. H., 1800, 1:273A, B.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98B.


Safford's Gore.

Survey—4:155; Plans: 29.

Saint Albans City, incorporated from part of St. Albans Town, 1896.

Saint Albans, N. H. Grant to Stephen Pomroy and associates, Aug. 17, 1763; Johnson's Island annexed, 1842; Wood's Island annexed, 1845; part set to City of Saint Albans, 1896.


Line established—Next Swanton and Fairfield, Laws 1816: 95.

Saint Andrew’s Gore, unofficial name for a 10000A. tract, part of the Grant to Whitelaw, Savage and Coit (State Surveyors) Oct. 26, 1788; incorporated as Plainfield, Nov., 1797.
Bounds—By J. W., 1:94.
Vendues—12:20; 20:17; 26:179.

Saint George, N. H. Grant to Jesse Hallock and associates, Aug. 18, 1763.
Proprietors—Names, 18:155.
Area—20:6.
Survey—Lots by I. A., 1789 (on west line of town) supposed to be in Shelburne when formerly pitched under Vendue Deed, 1:200.

Saint Johnsbury, Vt. Grant to Jonathan Arnold and associates, Nov. 1, 1786.
Charter—Minute of Secy. Fay of Grant to Jonathan Arnold, 1786, with request indorsed from I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, to run out this and Danville, 1:68.

Salem, Vt. Grant to Col. Jacob Davis and associates, Aug. 18, 1781; part to Newport, 1816; remainder to Derby, 1880; alias No. 43.
Charter—Vt. Grant No. 43 to Amos Jones, J. W., 1:168A.
Proprietors—Names, 41:45.
Bounds—1:91C.
Area—Interference noted. See Plan of Lake Memphremagog, 2:54A; 23040 Δ., J. W., 1:155A, 169A, but 5710 Δ. in question on interference with Derby; 41:62.


Plans—Outlines, Roads, Streams, by Abner Allyn, 2:47; Outlines, J. W., 2:84; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Lotting, Proprs., Streams, 3 Draughts, Crafts: 9; Outlines, 41:112; 2:54A.


Salisbury, N. H. Grant to John Evarts and associates, Nov. 3, 1761; part to Ripton, 1832.


Bounds—2:16.


Line established—Next Leicester, Laws 1789:3; 1796:52; 1840:61.


Saltash, N. H. Grant to Jeremiah Hall and associates, July 6, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, Nov. 8, 1772; name changed to Plymouth, Feb. 23, 1797; part to Shrewsbury, 1823; 41:66A.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.
Vendues—20:104; 18:60.

Sandgate, N. H. Grant to John Park and associates, Aug. 11, 1761.
Survey—West Line by States of Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:156H, I, G.

Searsburg, (included within N. Y. Grant of Readsborough to John Reade, April 24, 1770) Vt. Grant of 10240 A. to Col. William Williams and associates, Feb. 23, 1781.
Line established—Next Wilmington, Laws 1850:46; 1852:65; 1853:58.

Shaftsbury, N. H. Grant to John Brown and associates, Aug. 20, 1761.
Bounds—Com. of 5 to ascertain, 1779, G & C, 2:18.
Survey—West Line, by States of Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:156C.

Sharon, N. H. Grant to John Taylor and associates, Aug. 17, 1761; part from Pomfret annexed, 1807.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:32, 57A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 1810, by Aaron Loveland, 2:42; Outlines, 41:112.
Vendues—12:426; 20:106; 18:61; 17:140; 26:174A.

Sheffield, Vt. Grant to Stephen Kingsbury and associates, Oct. 25, 1793; part to Barton, 1858; alias No. 34.
Charter—Incomplete copy 41:118; Vt. Grant No. 34 to Col. Andrew Adams, J. W., 1:168A; Bounds needed for, 1789, 1:136A.
Proprietors—Names, 41:32.
Bounds—By J. W., 1:89E, 91, 136A.

Shelburne, N. H. Grant to Jesse Hallock and associates, Aug. 18, 1763.
Surveys—By Ira Allen repitching in St. George of lots supposed to be in Shelburne, 1789, 1:200; Pitches by John Bishop, Jr. for Dr. Silas Hodges,—Rt. of John Fisher, Esq., 150 A., 1:236B, B2; Lots near Lake, Field Book, 1:246B; Lake opposite to be scaled, 1783-4, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 2:109B; South Line, 1774, by I. A., 8:29; Lots by Caleb Henderson, No. 87, 6:53,
also others in 3:77-82 and 6:14-24; 3:7, 16, 18, 19; 7:76; 8:62-3.


Sheldon, name changed from Hungerford, Nov. 8, 1792.

Surveys—North Line, as by Fay, leaves 80-rod strip next Huntsburgh, J. Beeman, correcting State Map, to J. W., 1810, 2:15, 23, 28.


Plans—Outlines, J. Beeman, 1810, 2:28; Sheldonvale, J. W., (before Gore on north was taken off) 2:90A; Outlines, S-G, showing distances and courses, S-G, Plans: 19, 20; Outlines, 1:242C-D; 2:15.


Sherburne, name changed from Killington, Nov. 4, 1800; part of Parkerstown, formerly Parker's Gore annexed, 1822; part annexed to Pittsfield, 1822 and restored, 1827; part to Stockbridge, 1884.

Vendues—3c, 1818, 17:320; 3c, 1823, 17:326; 20:147-209; 24:45-6, 112; Turnpike, 20:377.

Shoreham, N. H. Grant to John Chandler and associates, Oct. 8, 1761.


Proprietors—Names, 18:162.


Shrewsbury, N. H. Grant to Samuel Ashley and associates, Sept. 4, 1761; part from Plymouth, 1823.


Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Bounds, etc. by Jos. Crary, 1795, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.


Smithfield, N. H. Grant to Samuel Hungerford and associates, Aug. 18, 1763; divided between Fairfield and Bakersfield, 1792.

Charter—Registered by I. A., S-G, 19:211; Annexed to Fairfield and Bakersfield, 1792, 41:66B.

Proprietors—Names, 18:153.


Area—41:67.

Surveys—Lines by J. W., 1789, North 5:131, South 5:133, East 5:132; Lines, compiled, 10:9, 11, 100; 5:152.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:59 and (with courses and distances) 2:90A; Outlines, S-G, (Courses and Distances) Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, 1:242C-D.


Somerset, N. H. Grant to Thos. Denny and associates, Sept. 9, 1761.


Proprietors—Names, 1:260.

Surveys—East Line, affidavit, 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y. of lines run 1769-1770, 1:173A-C.

**South Burlington**, incorporated, 1852, from the remnant of **Burlington**, after the **City of Burlington** had been incorporated.

**South Hero**, set off from **Two Heroes**, 1788; part to **Middle Hero**, 1798 (which in 1810 was named **Grand Isle**).

- **Bounds**—Varied by division into Middle Hero and South Hero, 1798, 41:66C; Islands annexed to South Hero and Middle Hero, 1800, 41:66C.
- **Area**—S-G to State Treasr., 1798, 18730 A., 41:62; 41:65.
- **Plan**—(Two Heroes) 2:54B.

**Spooner's Grant**, Vt. Grant to Gov. Paul Spooner and 14 associates, June 21, 1785; by its charter a part of **Tunbridge**.

**Springfield**, N. H. Grant to Gideon Lyman and associates, Aug. 20, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, May 25, 1772.

- **Plans**—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines by J. Crary, 1795, Wh. Plans: 4A, B.

**Stamford**, N. H. Grant to Elisha Cook and associates, March 6, 1753; regranted as **New Stamford**, June 9, 1764, to Francis Bernard and associates.

- **Bounds**—Com. of 5 to ascertain, 1779, G & C, 2:18.
Surveys—Phineas Munn’s survey, 1769, 1:173A.
Vendues—12:396; 3c, 1817, 17:318; 2c, 1824, 17:326;

Stannard, name changed from Goshen Gore No. 1, 1867; incorporated as Town, 1869.
Bounds—1:33B.
Surveys—Lines, run 1784, 1786-8, by Whitelaw, Savage and Coit, attested by J. W., S-G, 1795, 1:56A; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 73, 78, 98.
Plans—Lots, Proprs., Streams, Crafts: 27; Lots, 41:98.
Vendues—12:188; Down to 1802, 15:81; 24:16, 83.

Starksboro, Vt. Grant to David Bridia, Gen. John Stark and associates, Nov. 9, 1780; part from Monkton, March 4, 1797.
Bounds—Varied by annexing part from Monkton, 1797, 41:66B; 2:76.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:34, 124; S-G, Plans: 19, 29 (Compare 20).

State Boundaries.
Northerly—North of Collins Line, letter of Jacob Bayley,
Southerly—G & C, 1:507-8; Report of Joint Commrs., filed with Secy. of State, July 14, 1900; Laws 1900:97.
Easterly—G & C, 8:25, 27, 31, 274, 278.

Surveys—Ancient, for N. H., by Capt. Hubbell, about 1770, to locate Town Corners along Onion River—some, if not all, of which were later altered; Up Conn. River from “No. 4” (Charlestown), Jos. Blanchard of Dunstable, N. H. ran and marked 7 consecutive 6-Mile fronts for Weathersfield, Windsor, Hartland, Hartford, Norwich, Thetford, Fairlee; then 4M. 63Ch. for Bradford and 8M. 17Ch. for Newbury in 1760.

In 1761, Hubastus Neal continued from Newbury up the River to Guildhall-Maidstone corner.


Central—41:112; 2:124; 2:34.

Southwestern—2:57.

Near Lake Memphremagog—2:84.

Westerly Border—Plans: 10.

Southerly Border—Plans with the Secy. of State.

For Com. on Town Lines—1:242C, D.

Lake Champlain—1786, 5:124, 156.

Lake Memphremagog—(To be made, 1781) 1:106A; 2:92; 1784, 5:121, 156.

Onion River—(To be completed, 1786) 1:117; 5:124; 2:106A, 108B, 113A, B.

Connecticut River—1781, 5:117, 156; 2:65A.

1779—S-G to procure charters to make out one general plan, A. J., 1779.

1781—Conn. River, 5:117, 156.

1786—Lines of Towns south of Onion River to be run and Plan made, Upper Coos Towns also, 1:118; North part of state to be completed, 1:117; Plans: 20, later than 1786.


1790—Report of Com. on Grants refers to "the Gore marked 'Knoulton' on the Plan or Map of this State", S. P. 30:114.


1793—First printed Plan of Vermont in Williams's History—no town lines.

1794—Plans required in 1791, returnable not later than March, 1794, under penalty of fine.

1795—Laws: 65. "Whereas the said James Whitelaw, Esq., has at great expense (Oct. 27) and labor, and by order of law, completed a Map of the State of Vermont and laid the same before the legislature for its inspection, etc."

1796, Nov. 1—The first Plan of Vermont, above referred to, was copyrighted.

1798—Map of State of Vermont, drawn under direction of Ira Allen, Esq., late Surveyor-General, for his History, published in London, Mar. 28, 1798, (exhibiting county-lines but no town-lines), original retained by the State Library of New York when the Papers of S-G were returned.

1807, 1809, 1810, 1821—Whitelaw Plans republished.

Sterling, Vt. Grant of Feb. 25, 1782; chartered to Samuel Safford and associates, Oct. 18, 1805; west part annexed to Cambridge, 1828; remainder divided between Johnson, Morristown and Stowe, 1855; alias No. 46.


Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:6, 7, 32.


Stockbridge, N. H. Grant to William Dodge and associates, July 21, 1761; part to Pittsfield, 1813; part (of Parker’s Gore) from Sherburne, 1884.


Proprietors—Names, 18:164.

Line established—Next Pittsfield, Laws 1851:68.

Surveys—41:76.

Plan—Outlines, 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112; 1:232A-C; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.

Vendues—12:428; 20:113, 221; 18:64.

Stowe, N. H. Grant to Joshua Simmons and associates, June 8, 1763; part from Mansfield, 1848, which was in part repealed, 1853; part from Sterling, 1855.

Charter—Copy attested by Secy. for N. H., 1:267A-C.
Proprietors—Names, 41:49A; Redraft by Wm. Utley, Prop. Clerk, to correct names not in charter with Draught of 2d Div., 1808, 1:261A, B; Meeting at Shoreham, July, 1788, attested by Bissell Case, Prop. Clerk, 1:261C; Meeting, Aug. 1787, approving Div. of 1770, attested by Wm. Coit, Prop. Clerk, 1:261D.

Area—1:169.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:6, 7, 17.

Line established—Next Underhill, Laws 1861:42.


**Stratford**, N. H. Grant to Solomon Phelps and associates, Aug. 12, 1761; **Blake’s Gore**, by its charter annexed, 1785.


 Surveys—Lines, by S. Moore, 1783, on S., E., and W., 1:100B-D; Lines by J. W., 1783, West and North, 9:7, 8; Lines, compiled, 10:37-8; 5:105.

 Lines established—Next West Fairlee and Vershire, Laws 1802:199.

 Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:32, 57A; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 1810, by Aaron Loveland, 2:42; Road from Montpelier to Dartmouth, by Gen. Davis, 1810, 2:43; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Outlines, 41:112.


**Stratton**, N. H. Grant to Isaac Searl and associates, July 30, 1761; **Stratton Gore** annexed, Oct. 28, 1799.

Bounds—Varied by annexing Stratton Gore, 1799, 41:66C.
Lines established—Laws 1803:105.

Sudbury, N. H. Grant of 14424 A., to Silas Brown and associates, Aug. 6, 1763; regranted as Dunbar by N. Y. (23040 A.) to Isaac Searle and associates, June 15, 1764; part from Hubbardton, 1806.
Bounds—2:16.
Proprietors—Names, 18:166.
Survey—South Line by Ira Allen, 1772, 7:4.
Plan—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, 41:112.

Sunderland, N. H. Grant to Isaac Searl and associates, July 29, 1761.
Bounds—Com. of 5 to ascertain, 1779, G & C, 2:18.
Line established—Next Stratton, Laws 1803:105.

Surveyor-General,
Office erected 1779 and abolished 1838.
Incumbents—Ira Allen, 1779-1787; James Whitelaw (D-S-G since 1783) 1787-1804; Joseph Beeman, 1805; John Johnson, 1813; Caleb Hendee, Jr., 1817; Joseph Beeman, 1821; Alden Partridge, 1822; Calvin C. Waller, 1823; Isaac N. Cushman, 1829; John A. Pratt, 1830.

1779, "To procure copies of all charters that ever was made of land in this state, in order to make out a general plan," G. & C, 1:303; To allow one chain in thirty for swagg in perambulating town-lines.

1781, Made survey and plan from Corinth to Conn. River; directed to make plan of south end of Lake Memphre-magog, 1:106A.

1782, To perambulate and ascertain bounds of, according to their charters, at expense of Proprs., Arlington, Bennington, Dorset, Manchester, Pawlet, Rupert, Sandgate, Shaftsbury and Sunderland; To record names of Proprs.; to proceed to perambulate the lines of the towns in this state, make a chart, etc.

1783, To dispose of the township granted to Maj. Woodbridge in 1781, and of 35 Rights in Carthage; To begin at mouth of Onion River and set corners for Colchester, Milton, Georgia, St. Albans, Swanton, Highgate along lake shore; To qualify his chainmen by oath; Act enabling S-G to complete the survey of town-lines; Detailed instructions to deputies as to marking, noting, etc., on town-line surveys, 1:91D, E, 104-8.

1784, To re-survey and correct Onion River towns; To cut Roads; To continue on lines of Barnet, Groton, Hancock, Kingston, Littleton, Warren and Williamstown; That, in perambulating or running town-lines throughout this state, one-thirtieth part be allowed for swagg of chain, that proper allowance be made for the variation of the compass, and that proper allowance be also made for altitude so as to make horizontal lines; to suspend surveying the N. H. Grants which are not necessary to be surveyed in order to find the lines of the new towns until the next session of assembly.

1785, Made surveys on lines of Averill, Berlin, Lemington, Lewis, Middlesex, Newbury, Northfield, and towns in the Upper Coos.
1786, To complete lines of Berlin, Burlington, Colchester, Moretown, Onion River (and chart), northern part of the state, towns south of Onion River, and Middlesex, Peacham and Pittsford; As some western towns depend upon Chittenden or Philadelphia, to be set from the south; Lines run on Barnet, Cabot, Calais, Greensboro, Lake Champlain, Newbury, Onion River, Peacham and Walden; As to duty of extending charter limits, 1:114-5.

1787, The following towns granted by this state, exclusive of those formerly granted by N. H. have been completed in the survey,—


1788, Directed to complete those begun and Gores, Groton, Harris’s Gore, Hopkintonia, Orange, Topsham, Wenlock and Williamsburgh, 1:123A; Tax for the General Survey levied.

1789, Act directing the S-G in his office and duty; To complete the lines in the northern part of this state; To return a Chart of the several surveys he shall have made; Shall have all the powers which by law are given to the several County Surveyors in this state.
1791, To furnish sheriffs and collectors the areas of towns and gores; Return and Chart of surveys made, exhibited to the assembly. See 41:65; 1:115, 116A.

1793, To be furnished names of Proprietors by the Secy. and Council.

1806, Petition of S-G for custody of papers belonging to his office now in the hands of Ira Allen.

1824, To turn over to Secy. of State the charters in his custody.

1826, Engineering Instruments purchased by the state for the S-G.

1838, Instruments turned over to Secy. of State.

**Sutton**, name changed from **Billymead**, 1812.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:30, 69, 70, 74.

Plan—Lots, Proprs., Streams, Draughts, Crafts: 31; Plans: 23B.

Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9G; 3e, 1832, 17:183; 3e, 1827, 17:354; 4e, 1824, 17:326; 2.5c, 1821, 17:324; 3e, 1816, 17:318; 20:188; Advertisement, 1833, 17:183; 17:361; 26:130.

**Swanton**, N. H. Grant to Joshua Goodrich and associates, Aug. 17, 1763; parts to and from **Fairfield**, 1829; part from **Highgate**, 1836.


Proprietors—Names, 18:167; Names, with occult marks by I. A., 1:215-16.


Surveys—East Line, by J. W., S-G, 1:90A; S. W. and N. W. Corners to be set, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1783, also Lake to be scaled, 2:109A, B; Maquam Bay and Creek,


Thetford, N. H. Grant to John Phelps and associates, Aug. 12, 1761.


Lines established—Next West Fairlee and Strafford, Laws 1802:199.

Plans—Outlines, J.W., 2:32, 57A; Outlines, Roads, Streams, by T. B., 2:72; Outlines, Roads, Streams, by Aaron Loveland, 1810, 2:42; Outlines, 41:112; Plans: 29.


Thomlinson, N. H. Grant to Jonathan Whitney and 58 associates, April 8, 1754; charter renewed July 9, 1761; regranted to Jonathan Whitney and associates (57) Sept. 1, 1763; con-
firmed by N. Y. Grant, April 2, 1767; name changed to Grafton, Oct. 13, 1792; part of Avery's Gore and part of Athens annexed, 1816.

Bounds—Gores said to be west of Rockingham and South of Tomlinson, 1:93.

Tinmouth, N. H. Grant to Joseph Hooker and associates, Sept. 15, 1761; part (with parts of Wells, Ira and Poultney) incorporated into Middletown, Oct. 28, 1784; part annexed to Wallingford, Oct. 19, 1793.


Bounds—Varied by annexing part to Wallingford, 1793, 41:66B.

Area—41:63B.

Plan—Outlines, by J. W., 2:57A; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.


Topsham, N. H. Grant to George Frost and associates, Aug. 17, 1763; confirmed by N. Y. June 12, 1776.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98D; Not yet furnished, 1781, 1:104A; 1:207B.


Townshend, N. H. Grant to John Hazeltine and associates, June 20, 1753; renewed Aug. 20, 1762; confirmed by N. Y. Grant April 2, 1767; Acton annexed, 1841.

Troy, name changed from Missisquoi (Missiskouie) Oct. 26, 1803, 41:66A, and composed of Avery’s Grant (11040 A.) and Kelly’s Grant (12000 A.).
Charter—of 12000 A. to John Kelly, 1792, 41:105, 111.
Plans—Outlines, by S. C. Crafts, 1810, 2:19; Lots, Streams, Crafts: 17; 1:231A.
Vendues—12:266; 1c, 1798, 14:2; 3c, 1815, 17:328; 4c, 1820, 17:328; 4c, 1826, 17:328; 18:182, 291; Avery’s 20:137; Kelly’s, 20:277; 24:49, 116-7; Turnpike, 20:376; Advertisement, 17:360; 17:148-9.

Tunbridge, N. H. Grant to Abraham Root and associates, Sept. 3, 1761; Spooner’s Gore by its charter annexed June 21, 1785.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:98D.
Turnersburgh, Vt. Grant (Turnersborough) to Bela Turner and associates, Aug. 4, 1781; name changed to Chelsea, Oct. 23, 1788; alias No. 8, 41:66A.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 8 to Bela Turner, J. W., 1:168.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85A.

Plan—Outlines, 41:112; Plans: 29.

Two Heroes, Vt. Grant to Ethan Allen and associates, Oct. 27, 1779; divided into North Hero and South Hero, Oct. 21, 1788; South Hero divided into Middle Hero and (a new) South Hero, 1798; name of Middle Hero changed to Grand Isle, 1810.

Charter—Copy of Resolution granting, 1779, 1:174A-E.
Plan—Outlines, 2:54B.

Underhill, N. H. Grant to Joseph Sackett, Jr., and associates, June 8, 1763; part from Mansfield, 1848 (and in part repealed in 1853).

Proprietors—Names, 18:168.
Surveys—South Line by Ira Allen, 8:81; Lines, compiled, 10:5, 8, 16.
Line established—Next Stowe, Laws 1861:42.
Plans—Outlines by I. A., 2:106A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, 1:242C-D.
Vendues (more notable and general only, for helpfulness), 3:152.

1781, for carrying on the war, etc., 10 sh. per 100 A.
1783 (Ives' Vendue), 10 sh. per 100 A., for 52 Towns; See sales and pitches, 1:237-9.
1784, Sheriff Ives (Rutland Co.) to suspend sales under preceding.

1791, 1/2d. per acre, to raise $30000 to settle with N. Y., 18:290.
1797, 1c an acre, general tax for support of govt., 9:38.
1798, direct tax, levied by Congress; 1815-17, front of Volume 24; 26:117-120.

1812, 1c an acre, general, for support of govt., Vol. 24: inside of back cover.
Addison County, $.007, 1807.
Caledonia County, 1c, 1807.
Chittenden County, 1c, 1807.
Essex County, 1c, 1807, 24: 12; 1c, 1812, 24:63.
Franklin County, 1c, 1807, 24:13.
Grand Isle County, 1c, 1807, 24:17; 18:76.
Orleans County, 1c, 1807, 24:36.
Rutland County, 1792.

Vergennes, City, incorporated from parts of New Haven, Panton and Ferrisburgh, Oct. 23, 1788, but enjoying only Town Rights until July, 1792; part from New Haven, 1791, but transferred to Waltham, 1796.

Bounds—41:66B.
Plan—Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124.
Area— 41:63B.

Vermont Grants of Land—1:172.

Aikin's Gore  Eden  Lutterloh
Alburgh     Elmore  Lyndon
Anderson's Gore Enosburgh  Marshfield
Athens      Enosburgh Gore Marvin's Gore
Avery's Gore (1) Fair Haven  Medway
Avery's Gore (2) Fayston  Minden
Avery's Gore (3) Fletcher  Montgomery
Avery's (Pearsall's) Glover  Montpelier (2)
Avery's Grant  Goshen (2)  Morristown
Bakersfield  Greensboro  Navy
Barton      Groton  Newark
Belvidere  Hamilton's Gore  Norfolk
Benson      Hancock  Northfield
Benton's Gore  Hardwick  Norton
Berkshire    Harris's Gore  Orange
Bethel      Hitchcock's Gore  Parker's Gore
Billymead  Holland  Philadelphia
Blake's Gore  Hopkinsville  Pittsfield
BRAINTREE  Hunt Grants (3)  Randolph
Brookfield  Huntsburgh  Random
Brownington  Hyde's Park  Richford
Buel's Gore  Irasburgh  Ripton
Burke       Isle La Motte  Rochester
Cabot       Jackson's Gore  Roxbury
Calais      Jamaica  Royalton
Caldersburgh  Jay  Saint Johnsbury
Cambridge   Johnson  Salem
Canaan      Johnson's Gore  Searsbury
Chittenden  Kellyvale  Sheffield
Coit's Gore  Kelly Grants (4)  Spooner's Gore
Concord     Kingston  Starksboro
Coventry and Gores  Knight's Grant  Sterling
Danville (2)  Landgrove  Turnersburgh
Derby       Lincoln  Two Heroes
Deweysburgh  Littleton  Vershire
Duncansboro  Londonderry  Victory
East Haven  Ludlow  Waitsfield
Walden    Westfield    Wildersburgh
Walden Gore Westford Williamstown
Wardsboro Wheelock (2) Wolcott
Warner's Grant Whitelaw, Savage Woodbury
Warren and Coit Grant
Washington Whitingham Gore

Vernon, name changed from Hinsdale, Oct. 21, 1802; 41:66A.


Vendues—Turnpike, 20:376.

Vershire, Vt. Grant to Abner Seelye and associates, Aug. 3, 1781; part to Corinth, 1811; name changed to Ely, 1878, and changed back, 1872; alias No. 7.

Charter—Of Vt. Grant No. 7 to Abner Seeley, J. W., 1:168.

Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85A.

Surveys—Corinth-Vershire Line, deputation from J. W., S-G, to Andrew Peters, to run pursuant to Act of 1803, 1:259; Lines by J. W., 1783, North 5:182, East 5:177, West 4:69; Lines, compiled, 10:38, 42, 44, 49.

Lines established—Next W. Fairlee and Strafford, Laws 1802: 199; next Corinth, Laws 1804: 45; 1806: 120.

Plans—Outlines, Roads, Streams, by Aaron Loveland, 1810, 2:42; Outlines, Roads, Streams, by Selectmen, 1793, stating that no measures are given in charter, 2:61B; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29; Road from Montpelier to Dartmouth, 1810, by Gen. Davis, 2:43; Outlines, 41: 112.


Victory, Vt. Grant to Capt. Ebenezer Fisk and associates, Sept. 6, 1781; part from Bradleyvale, alias Pearsall's Gore, 1856; alias No. 28.

Bounds—by I. A., S-G, 1:87B.

Vineyard, name changed from Isle La Motte and changed back, 1830.

Surveys—West Line and N. W. Cor. 1:165B; South Line and S. W. Cor. 1:165C; South Line, J. W., 4:126; Lines, compiled, 10:5, 28, 29, 63.
Plans—Outlines, S-G, Plans: 29 (See also 19, 20); Outlines, 2:37, with letter of Edmund Rice, 1810, as to State Plan, 1:230; Outlines, 41:112.

Walden, Vt. Grant to Moses Robinson and associates, Aug. 18, 1781; Walden Gore annexed to Danville, 1792.
Charter—Vt. Grant No. 22 to Mr. Griffin, J. W., 1:168; Bounds not set, 1:89A.
Proprietors—Rights claimed by Moses Robinson, 1798, 26: 174B.
SURVEYORS-GENERAL OF VERMONT

Bounds—Not defined in charter and set by I. A., S-G, 1798, 1:89A.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:2, 78-9; 4:200; 5:160.


Charter—Incomplete copy, 41:106; Clerk's certificate of resolution granting, 1782, 1:165 and B; annexed to Danville, 1792, 41:66B.
Bounds—By J. W., S-G, 1:96C.

Surveys—Outlines, directions from J. W., S-G, to Wm. Chamberlain, D-S-G, and résumé of usages as to marking, etc., with return thereunder, 1:91D, E; Instructions from I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1786, to survey 18-70 of 6 miles square, 1:165D; Lots, Proprs. and Draughts (with rude plan) by J. W., 1:208C-G; Lines, compiled, 10:78, 98; Field Book of Lotting, J. W., 3:30-4, 39-41; 4:205.


Wallingford, N. H. Grant to Capt. Eliakim Hall and associates, Nov. 27, 1761; part to Mt. Holly, 1792; part from Tinmouth, 1793.
Bounds—Varied by annexing part from Tinmouth, 1793, 41:66B.
Area—23040 A., 1:155.
Surveys—Affidavit, 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y., of East Line run 1769-1770, 1:173A-C.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Courses and Distances for Jackson’s Gore and Wallingford, Wh.
Plans: 4A, B.
Vendues—12:460; 20:121; 18:68.

Waltham, incorporated from that part of New Haven annexed to Vergennes (1791) Oct. 31, 1796; part from Addison, 1804.
Bounds—Varied from charter by annexing part from Addison, 1804, 41:66C; 2:16.
Plan—Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124.
Vendue—20:145; 12:446.

Wardsborough, partly from N. H. Grant of 3000 A. to John Walker, Oct. 17, 1764; Vt. Grant of 26460 A., to Wm. Ward and associates, Nov. 7, 1780; divided into two Districts, 1788; South Districts incorporated as Dover, 1810.
Area—41:63B.
Survey—Affidavit, 1786, of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y., as to West Line as run, 1769, 1770, 1:173A-C; 3:239.

Bounds—(A part of No. 5) 1:95A.

Warren, Vt. Grant, in two tracts, to John Throop and associates, Oct. 20, 1789; part from Lincoln, 1824; alias No. 11.
Charter—Vt. Grant No. 11 to John Throop, Esq., and Asahel Smith, J. W., 1:168.
Area—Of part of Warren, 6380 A., J. W., 1:155A, 169A.

Warren's Gore, one of two tracts in Vt. Grant to John Throop and associates, Oct. 27, 1789, as Warren.
Bounds—As part of No. 5, 1:95A.
Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:84; Outlines, S-G. Plans: 29 (See also 19, 20).
Vendues—12:510; 17:361.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 12, J. W., 1:168.
Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85B.

Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88.

Plans—Outlines, S-G Plans: 20, 29; Road to Dartmouth, by Gen. Davis, 1810, 2:43; Outlines, 41:112; 2:5, 6; 2:30; 2:72.


**Waterbury**, N. H. Grant to John Stiles, Esq., and associates, June 7, 1763; part from **Middlesex**, 1850; part from **Bolton**, 1851.


Proprietors—Names and 1st Draught, 2:108A.

Surveys—From Duxbury to Waterbury, by I. A., 1:191A; River Lots, 1770, Vol. 37; Lines, compiled, 10:2, 16, 17.

Plans—River Lots, Hubbart's (copied by I. A.) 2:108B; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Lotting, 1803, 1:1H.


**Waterford**, name changed from **Littleton**, March 9, 1797, 41:66A.


Survey—South Line, 10:48.


**Waterville**, incorporated from parts of **Coit's Gore**, **Bakersfield** and **Belvidere**, 1824.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, of Belvidere and Belvidere Leg, 10:7, 6, 105.

Plans—Outlines, 1:18.
Weathersfield, N. H. Grant to Gideon Lyman and associates, Aug. 20, 1761; confirmed by N. Y. Grant, April 30, 1772.
Charter—Copy attested by N. H. Secy., Sept. 15, 1825, 1:263A.
Proprietors—Names, 1:263B.

Wells, N. H. Grant to Capt. Eliakim Hall and associates, Sept. 15, 1761; part to Middletown, 1784; part to Poultney, 1798.
Bounds—Varied by annexing part to Poultney, 1798, 41:66C.
Area—2:16; 41:63B.
Survey—West Line by Vt. and N. Y., 1813, 2:1560-Q
Plans—West Line, Plans: 10; Outlines, J. W., 2:57A.
Act, compelling Proprs. of Mill Dam to draw down Wells Pond, Oct. 30, 1794.

Wenlock, N. H. Grant to Israel Woodward and associates, Oct. 13, 1761; part from Caldersburgh, 1801; annexed to Brighton and Ferdinand, 1853.
Bounds—Varied by annexing part of Caldersburgh, 1801, 41:66C; 2:16.
Line established—Next Morgan, Laws 1804:12.


**West Fairlee**, set off from **Fairlee**, Feb. 25, 1797.

Line established—Next Vershire, Strafford and Thetford, Laws 1802:199; 41:66B.

Vendues—4e, 1820, 17:340, 342, 344.


Charter—Resolution authorizing grant, 1780, 1:162A.

Proprietors—Names, 41:42.

Bounds—1:91C.


Lines established—Laws 1802:158; 1803:60.


Westford, N. H. Grant to Henry Franklin and associates, June 8, 1763.


Plans—Outlines, I. A., 2:106A; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Outlines, 1:242 C-D.


Westford, Vt. Grant to Capt. Uriah Seymour and associates, Aug. 17, 1781; being the second of this name within State of Vt., name was changed to Westmore, Oct. 26, 1787.

Charter—Resolution granting No. 42 to Abner Sedgwick and U. Seymour, J. W., 1:168; 41:66A.


Vendues—1:222.

West Haven, incorporated from part of Fair Haven, Oct. 20, 1792.

Charter—Incorporated from New Haven, 1792, 41:66B.


Westminster, N. H. Grant to John Halbirt and associates, Nov. 9, 1752; renewed June 11, 1760; confirmed by N. Y., March 26, 1772.

Line established—Next Athens, Laws 1839:85.

Westmore, name changed from Westford, Oct. 26, 1787; alias No. 42.

Charter—Vt. Grant No. 42 to Abner Sedgwick and U. Seymour, J. W., 1:168A; 41:66A.

Proprietors—Records, attested by Clerk, with Survey into Lots, 1800, Vol. 27.


Weston, incorporated from Benton’s Gore and part of Andover, Oct. 26, 1799.

Survey—West Lines, 1769, 1770, affidavit of Phineas Munn, 1769, as to line run by him as D-S-G for N. Y., 1:173A-C.

Vendue—20:127.

West Rutland, incorporated from Rutland, 1886.

West Windsor, made into a Parish from Windsor, 1783, which was incorporated as a town, 1814; repealed 1815; re-enacted, 1848.
Weybridge, N. H. Grant to Joseph Gilbert and associates, Nov. 3, 1761; part from New Haven, 1791; part from Addison, 1804; part from Panton, 1806.


Proprietors—Names, 18:173, 41:35, 50A.

Bounds—Varied by annexing part of Addison, 1804, 41:66C; 2:16.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:10.


Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:34; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 29 (Compare 20); Lots by Jos. Cook, 1801, 41:101; Outlines, 41:112; 1:242B.


Wheelock, Vt. Grant to Dartmouth College and Moor’s Charity School, June 14, 1785.


Bounds—By J. W., 1:104C.


Surveys—Lines, to be completed, June 1788, I. A. to J. W., 1:123; Lines by J. W., North 4:144; South 4:143, 158, Southwest 4:143, West 4:143; Lines, compiled, 10:30, 73.


Whitelaw, James, (1748-1829).

D-S-G, 1783-7; S-G, 1787-1804; Census Commr., 1798-1800. (11)
Commissions—1:1A, B, C, D as S-G; as D-S-G, 1:1E; as Census Commr., 1:1F.

Surveys—For State from 1780-1804.

Plans—State of Vt. begun 1788, copyrighted 1796; republished and revised, 1810, and as late as 1821. Northern Vt. and Lower Canada, 1813.

Land Office at Ryegate—Terms for care of lands 9:41; and circulars inside of both covers of Vol. 20; front for 1797 and back for 1801; reference to preceding in 9:42.

Papers of the Whitelaw Land Office—Went to his Executor, J. W. Chandler, Peacham, to Isaac Dennison, Burke, Vt. and to Ira H. Allen, Irasburgh, and Henry Stevens, Barnet. From the Stevens Collection, many have been saved to the State of Vt.—through being labelled "Vt. Surveyor-General's Papers" by the N. Y. State Library, probably. Among the volumes thus labelled and indexed, numbers 17, 18 (parts), 20, 24, 26 (parts, if not all) are from the Land Office, as well as some parts of others, wherein the mingling is apparent. The volumes of Whitelaw Plans and Papers, numbered 1-9, contain many valuable documents, besides the letters (Vols. 2, 2A, 2B, 2C) which have great value for many uses.

Compass—The Whitelaw instrument, probably made for him by John Gardner in Scotland in 1783, which first traced the major part of the Town Lines of Vermont, has a 4¾-inch needle, is graduated to single degrees, and reposes in the Vt. Hist. Socy. Museum, having been presented by the descendant Whitelaws of St. Louis, Mo.

Vendues—Prior to opening his regular Register (Vol. 20), 1798, see 9:54.

Whitelaw's Gore; alias Whitelaw's Grant, 1500A., being the third tract in the charter to Whitelaw, Savage and Coit, Oct. 26, 1788; annexed to Caldersburgh, 1801.
Surveys—3:226.
Plan—Outlines, Crafts: 28; Plans: 29.
Bounds—41:66C.

Whitelaw, Savage and Coit's Grant from Vt. (to the State Surveyors for their services in running and plotting Town Lines) Oct. 26, 1788, comprised,—

1) Saint Andrew's Gore; incorporated as Plainfield, Nov. 10, 1797; containing 10000 A.

2) Coit's Gore; alias Williamsburgh; part annexed to Bakersfield, 1799; remainder incorporated into Waterville, 1824; containing 10000A.

3) Islands in Lake Champlain, not heretofore granted, containing 1585A.

4) Islands in the River Otter Creek, from the mouth of said Creek to the South Line of Weybridge, not included in grants heretofore made, containing 30 A.


Surveys—Lines, Coit’s Gore, 1786-9, attested by J. W., S-G, 1793, 1:26A; Lines, to be completed, 1788, I. A. to J. W., 1:123; North Line, 5:133; East Line, 5:142; Lines, compiled, 10:7, 10, 100, 105.


Whiting, N. H. Grant to Daniel Pond and associates, Aug. 6, 1763.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Roads, Streams, 2:124; Outlines, 41:112.


Whiting Gore—1:140, next Newbury and Bradford.

Whitingham (N. Y. Grant to Nathan Whiting and associates of 10000 A., Mar. 12, 1770) Vt. Grant to Silas Hamilton and associates, of 3000A., March 15, 1780; also, Vt. Grant to Jonathan and Arad Hunt, of 600A., Oct. 15, 1787; also, Vt. Grant to Amos Green and associates, of 5060 A., Oct. 20, 1796, incorporated into a district by name of Whitingham Gore (Green and Moulton Grant); Bratton's Grant.

Bounds—For Green's Gore, 1:89D.

Surveys—Lines of Bratton's Grant, J. W., S-G, 1:34B.


Whitingham Gore, Vt. Grant to Amos Green and 15 associates, of 5060A., Oct. 20, 1796; now within Whitingham; alias Green and Moulton's Grant.

Whiting's Grant, N. H. Grant, 3000A., to Nathan Whiting, July 3, 1764; now in Dover.


Wildersburgh, Vt. Grant to Col. William Williams and associates, Aug. 12, 1781; name changed to Barre, Oct. 19, 1793; alias No. 16, 41:66.


Surveys—Lines, Deposition of J. W. as to the lines of 1783-8 (the old and the new sets) 1:34C; Lines to be corrected, to conform to charter, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1787, 1:119, 120; Lines, compiled, 10:3, 17, 52, 59; 1:113A; 4:73; South Line, 4:86.
Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88; 1802:48.


**Williamsburgh**, the second of four tracts in Vt. Grant to **White-law, Savage and Coit**, Oct. 26, 1788 (10000 A.); alias **Coit’s Gore**; part to **Bakersfield**, 1799; remainder to **Waterville**, 1824.

Area—10000 A., J. W., 1:169; 1:155A.

Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:7, 10, 100, 105; Lines to be completed, 1785, I. A., S-G, to J. W., D-S-G, 1:113A; 5:142.


**Williamstown**, Vt. Grant to Absalom Baker and associates, Aug. 9, 1781; alias No. 13.


Bounds—By I. A., S-G, 1:85B.


Lines established—Laws 1799:17; 1801:88.


Vendues—12:496; 20:132, 228; 18:73, 86, 89.

**Williston**, N. H. Grant to Samuel Willis and associates, June 7, 1763; part to **Richmond** and parts from **New Huntington** and **Burlington**, 1794; part from **Burlington**, 1797.

Proprietors—Names, 41:51D, 58; Names, with designative marks by I. A., 1:219E, 220 (Rights owned by Ira Allen); Vol. 36: 4, 5, 6.
Bounds—Altered, by parts from New Huntington and Burlington and to Richmond 41:66B; 2:127A.


Lines established—Next Searsburgh, Laws 1850:46; 1852:


**Wilmington**, N. H. Grant to Phineas Lyman and associates, April 29, 1751; regranted as Draper, to Francis Bernard and associates, June 17, 1763; regranted Oct. 6, 1769.


Proprietors—Names as regranted, Oct. 6, 1769, 19:18.

Survey—Phineas Munn, 1769, 1:173A.


Plans—Draught of Lots to Proprs. and Roads as to be made for first charter, N. H., S. P. 26:561; Road to Bennington, by Jonas Whitney, 2:99.


**Windham**, incorporated from the east part of Londonderry and Mack's Leg, Oct. 22, 1795; part to Londonderry, 1797; Anderson's Gore, by its charter, made a part, Oct. 22, 1801.


Survey—Mack's Leg, 41:12A.

Vendues—12:311; 20:131, 139; 24:55, 123; Mack's Leg, 12:486.

**Windsor**, N. H. Grant to Samuel Ashley and associates, July 6, 1761; confirmed by N. Y., March 28, 1772; divided into two Societies, Oct. 17, 1793; Societies into two towns, Windsor and West Windsor, 1814, but this act repealed, 1815; again divided into Windsor and West Windsor, 1848.

Proprietors—Names and Draughts in 1st Div. (House Lots), and in Meadow Lots, Vt. Hist. Socy. Library, Book of Charters.

Plans—Outlines, J. W., 2:57A; Outlines, Wh. Plans:4A-B.


Winhall, N. H. Grant to Osce Webster and associates, Sept. 16, 1761.


Proprietors—Names and Draughts, 26:175-6.

Survey—East Line, affidavit of Phineas Munn, D-S-G for N. Y., as to line run 1769-1770 attested 1786, 1:173A-C.

Vendues—12:454; 3c, 1818-9, 17:338; 20:130, 192, 345; 18:73; Turnpike, 20:376; 24:55, 124, 120; 26:131, 175, 176; 17:166; 24:52.

Wolcott, Vt. Grant to Capt. Joshua Stanton and associates, Sept. 15, 1761; alias No. 36.

Charter—Vt. grant No. 36 to Samuel Elmore and Wm. Guttridge, J. W., 1:168A.

Survey—Lines, compiled, 10:1, 2, 8, 12, 33.


Woodbridge, Oct. 26, 1781, to Major Theodore Woodbridge and Company, but charter not issued as granting-fees were not paid; described as bounded west on Alburgh; Ira Allen levied
upon “Woodbridge, so called,” in his action against the State of Vt., 1792, being the present town of Troy.

Area, 23040 A., J. W., 1:169.
Vendue—16:84.

Woodbury, Vt. Grant to William Lyman and associates, Aug. 16, 1781; name changed to Monroe, 1838; name changed back, 1843; alias No. 20.
Charter—Vt. Grant No. 20 to Col. Wood and Wm. Lyman, J. W., 1:168.
Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:1, 2, 77, 79; 5:158.
Plans—State Plan returns not yet sent in by J. Fay, Clerk, 1794, 1:130; Outlines, S-G, Plans: 19, 20, 29; Lotting, 2:84.
Proprs, Streams, 3 Draughts, Crafts: 34.

Woodford, N. H. Grant to Elihu Chauncy and associates, March 6, 1753; renewed Aug. 12, 1762.
Bounds—Com. of Five to ascertain, 1779, G & C, 2:18.
Vendues—Down to 1802, 41:9CC; 12:452; 1c, 1819, 17:338; 4c, 1823, 17:344, 346; 20:133, 225; 18:74; 24:54, 58, 122, 125-6.

Woodstock, N. H. Grant to David Page and associates, July 10, 1761; confirmed by N. Y., 1772; part annexed to Hartford and part of Hartford and of Hartland annexed, 1852.
Line established—Next Pomfret, Laws 1880:231.
Plans—41:112; 2:57A; Wh. Plans: 4A-B.

**Worcester**, N. H. Grant (as Worster) to Joshua Mason and associates, June 8, 1763.

- Proprietors—Names, 18:169.
- Surveys—Lines, compiled, 10:4, 7, 33, 77.

**Wyllys,** Vt. Grant to the Officers of the Conn. Line, being 60 in number, March 13, 1780; charter never issued since granting-fees were not paid; in 1783, called **Carthage**; in 1792, chartered as **Jay**.

- Charter—Resolution authorizing, 1780, 1:162A.